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Answers May Come This Week

Kenlake State Park Is Site

Reagan Keeps
Choices Secret
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( API — Ronald
Reagan says he has made some of his
Cabinet choices, but the president-elect
is keeping up the suspense about who
they are. Some o(' the ,answers may
come late this week:"I'm not going to report or speculate
until we have a crew together an an
announcement ready to m
Reagan told re
rs Sunday
rnig
tay
returned from an
nS
s, C
charity dinner in
"We're whittling a
"
, Edwin Meese Ir. o willtrtecornwa
Cabinet-level co sear to rgie n
thyt that5Reag
president, said
tinoins 46and
som%
h
"has made definit et
is in the process of im
enting
of those now."
Asked about that ask returned to
Los Angeles, Reagan said: "Yes, that's
right...But I'm not ready to say that we
are ready tdannounce names."
As he left Palm Springs, Reagan said
he would spend the first few months of
his presidency concentrating on the
economy.
Asked if he believed he could improve
the economy soon, Reagan replied: "I
don't know how soon. It took a long time
to get in this mess, but we are going to
start."
The president-elect planned to continue selecting a Cabinet today, and
transition chief Meese said all the
choices probably will be -announced
before Christmas.
Lyn Nofziger, Reagan's press
secretary who spent his last day on the

job Sunday, said some Cabinet selections may be announced as early as
Thursday or Friday.
But Reagan, Meese and Nofziger all
were careful not to drop any hints about
who the appointees might be.
Asked if there would be g woman in
his Cabinet, Reagan said only: •'Uh,let
me say there is quite a broad range of
names that are being discussed."
Meese, interviewed on ABC's' Issues
and Answers," also refused to say if the
prospective appointees include
Democrats,blacks or women.
Nofziger said he expected there will
be no political liberals in the Cabinet.
Meese denied that the speculation has
become embarrassing or is making it
more difficult for Reagan to choose a
Cabinet.
"Remember it has been less than 30
days since Ronald Reagan was elected
president, and I don't believe any president in history haaPaitisounced his
Cabinet any earlier," Meek said.
"This is a normal titrit," be added.
"As a matter of fact, probably it is a little ahead of schedule."
Reagan said he was not dismayed
that leading Cabinet candidates
William Simon, George Shultz and
Anne Armstrong had withdrawn their
names from contention.
Nofziger, holding his last press briefing on Saturday, denied that -Reagan
. engineered the withdrawals of Simon
and Shultz.
"He's not Machiavelj‘k.',.p'
.
.1ziger
said of the former California governor.
"And he has high regardfor both Simon
and Shultz.",

Meeting Slated
Tuesday On
Tenn-Tom Study

Alternatives
Solid Wastes, Hydropower,Sun
Offer Promise For Energy Forms
Solid
FRANKFORT, Ky. API
wastes, small-scale hydropower and
the sun apparently offer the most-proinise for Kentuckians interested in
developing and-using alternate forms of
energy, according to a draft report by.
the state Department of Energy. -

DONATION — The Murray Optimist Club presented a $500 check to be
used for toys at the annual Murray Fire Department Christmas party for underprivileged children. At the presentation were (from left, first row)
Harold Hill, lames Spann, Ronnie Barnett, Artie Haneline,(second row) Bill
Rayburn, Mike Keller, Bill Rouse, Ronnie Gardner, Project chairman, Jackie
Floake. Steve tax, Frank English,(third row)Jim Fain and Billy Miller,

Hostages Still Held By Militants

ject to determine which systems are
most effective,the report said.
-Solar systems to provide active and
pas.u!ve space heating and activr. water
heating will be installed in the buildings
alict the cost and performance of each
will be monitored.

After an evaluation, the department
promote "those -types of inr stallations most beneficial ,to the,KenThe DQF's Alternate Energy Divi-L,-----tucky conSumer..." the report said.
sion, created last summer by executive
The planned demonstration project
order, outlined its "goals and objecappears to resemble one being Contives for 1981-82" in the report, which it
ducted by the Tennessee Valley
gave to a special advisory committee
Authority. A TVA representative told
here last week.
the Special Solar Energy Advisory
The report focuses on what the diviCommittee last week that the authority
sion plans to, do to promote yet-to-be
has almost finished building 33 homes
conventional sources of energy in Kenin seven states to test various
tucky.
solarenergy systems.
"The list of potential alternate
But one major difference is that the
energy forms is long and growing," the
division's program would focus on exreport said. "Small-scale hydropower,
isting buildings, while TVA's involves
energy from solid waste and solar aponly new construction.
plication appear to be the most promisIn the area of converting solid waste
ing technologies for near-term
to energy,the state division apparently
demonstration."
plans to play primarily an advisory
In the area of solar energy, the divirole.
sion will seek the cooperation of citizens
While several communities in the
and businesses in a demonstration prostate have shown an interest in converting their wastes to energy,a number of
technical problems exist, the report
said.
"The Division of Alternate Energy
will...aid the developer in avoiding

Iran Doesn't Have Custody
Nabavi,appointed by Prime Minister
Mohammad Ali Rajai to head a government commission dealing with the
hostage issue, did not amplify the
remark. His comment followed reports
last week that the government had
taken custody of the hostages.
Meanwhile, CBS television broadcast
an interview Sunday with Rajai who
said "the hostages are in excellent
health and very good shape." CBS cor-

inside today
The Murray State University Racers will open their 1980-81 basketball
season tonight against Big Ten powerhouse Indiana. For complete details
of the game,check today's sports section.
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partly sunny,
windy and warm
Partly sunny, windy and warm
today. Highs in the upper 60s to
low 70s. Mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers late tonight.
Lows in the mid to upper 40s.
Mostly cloudy and turning cooler
Tuesday with temperatures falling into the upper 30s by late
afternoon.
Lake Levels q't
Lake Barkley
354 43
Kentucky Lake
15447

One of a series of meetings to acquaint citizens with the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway Corridor Study
will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday at
Kenlake State Park.
The corridor study, expected to be
complete in 1983, will assess potential
impacts of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway in 48 counties in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi
and identify the needs of those counties,
Joe Birindelli, study manager, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile, Ala.,
said.
Birindelli added that the study will
provide resources to state and local
planners to enable them to prepare for
the many changes that the waterway
'possibly could bring to the corridor.
Planning areas to-bestressed-include-economic development, human
resources development, use of water
and related land sources and enhance-

CORRIDOR STUDY — Fourty-eight counties in KentuCky, Tennessee,
Alabama and 'Mississippi are involved in the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Corridor Study, which stresses future planning for those areas. A
meeting on the study will be held it 7 p.m. Tuesday in Kenlake State Park.

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

By The Associated Press
• The 52 American hostages have not
yet been transferred to the custody of
the Iranian government by militants
who have been holding them since Nov.
4, 1979, Iran's minister of state for executive affairs was quoted as saying today.
The Tehran daily Ettelat said Behzad
Nabavi told it in an interview: "The
hostages have not -been handed over ...
by the students ...''

Volume 101 No. 285

respondent Mike Wallace reported
from Tehran that it is not clear who is in
control of the hostages or whether they
are in-the U.S.Embassy compound.
Nabavi made his comment in
response to a question on whether the
United States has met Iran's four conditions for release. of the hostages, the
newspaper said.
The militants received approval Nov.
3 from Khomeini to hand over the
hostages to the government, which is
now negotiating with the United States
for release of the captives.
Hashemi Rafsanjani, speaker of the
Iranian Parliament, said on Saturday
that he did not know where the hostages
were. "I didn't even know where they
were before," he told a news conference.
The location of the Americans has not
been confirmed since the unsuccessful
U.S. rescue attempt in April. The captors claimed then that they had scattered the hostages throughout the country to foil any attempt to rescue them
from the U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
Nabavi said Iran was still awaiting
American clarification on whether the
United States would meet Iran's four
conditions for release of the hostages,
the paper said. "As we have already
declared, America's response is not
clear and proper," the newspaper
quoted him as saying.
The United States is now preparing a
second response to Iran's proposed conditions after the Tehran government
asked clarification—of Washington's
first answer.

these problem areas," according to the
report. The division also will help find
sources of funding for such conversion
projects.
In another area of alternate energy,
the ffiVision has NUM- M.1)re than- 51
small-scale hydropower sites in Kentucky. To qualify as small-scale, a
system must have a production potential ranging from 160 kilowatts to 30
megawatts.
The sites were identified in a
"resource assessment" that the
Energy Department currently is completed.
Once that is finished, the division
"will conduct a very aggressive promotional effort aimed at potential
developers of the identified sites," the
report said. Utilities will be major
targets of the promotional effort.
The division also plans a "wind
energy monitoring program" during
the current biennium.
The state will seek federal funds to
put monitoring eqipment at 10 sites
around the state to record wfrid speed
and direction for a year. Less
sophisticated equipment also will be
available for loan to the public "allowing an individual to check his site of interest for wind potential...."
Some changes in the division's plans
are possible after the advisory committee completes its review. The group
plans to discuss the report at its
December meeting.

WOODSTOCK HAS 23
DAYS TO DO HIS
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING!
Qo-

TRIUMPHANT RETURN — Murray High School Band members, many sporting "I Love New York" totebags, buttons
and T-shirts, returned to Murray Saturday afternoon to the cheers of approximately 200 persons who gathered to
welcome them from their appearance in Macy's 54th Annual Thanksgiving Day Parade. The 128 band members
and 30 chaperones, who travelled aboard four buses, toured Washington, D.C., and New York City during the
eight-day trip. A videotape of the band's parade performance will be shown during the Band Boosters meeting set
for 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Murray High bandroom, according to Martha Crafton, Boosters co-president.
Shift Photo 111, Detbbte N
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inent of environmental quality,
k
Birindelli said.
The meetings, which are open to the
public, also are being held to gain input
from the public about the corridor
study.
"The real purpose of this study is to
help people plan for the future, to help
them make changes and to solve problems," Birindelli said. "We want to
hear from the people what their needs
are and what are the needs of their
communities. We want to know what
they would like to see the corridor study
do to help address these needs."
The meetings will be divided into
small groups for discussions on the
study,
The 232-mile waterway will begin at •
the' Tennessee River near the point
where the Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi state borders meet. It
travels south on the existing Yellow
Creek to the point where it reaches the
divide between the Tennessee and Tombigbee basins.
There are three sections in the waterway. The Divide Cut Section is 40 miles
long. It runs from Tennessee River to
Bay Springs.
The Chain of Lakes Section is 45 miles
long and stretches from Bay Springs to
Amory,Miss. It has five locks.
The 147-mile River Section runs from
Amory to Demopolis, Ala. It has four
locks.
Total cost of the waterway project,
scheduled for completion in 1986, will be
around $1.9 billion, Birindelli said.
The waterway was deemed'
"economically' justified" in 19:18
although final authopization was not
• given until 1946. However, no construction money was approved.
The breakthrough for the waterway
came in 1967 when a re-evaluation was
coinpleted. Congress ratified a recommendation to appropriate $485,000 for
pre-construction planning from thenPresident Lyndon Johnson.
Johnson also recommended in 1970 an
additional $500,000 to complete planning and engineering.
Construction was initiated on May 25,
1971.
Kentucky counties included in the
corridor study include Calloway, Trigg,
Christian, Caldwell, Lyon, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken.
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-Celebration To Be On Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love of
503 Poplar Street, Murray,
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at their home on Sunday,
Dec. 7,from 2 to 5 p.m.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The couple
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Love were
married Dee. 7, 1930, at Columbia,Tenn.
Mrs. Love, the former Winme Walters, is the daughter of
the late Joe Walters and Lera
Haywood Walters of Maury
County, Tenn. She has sold
Stanley Home Products since
1963.
Mr. Love, son of the late W.
G. Love and Flora Sale Love
a
was
Murray,
of
photographer in Murray from
1932 until his retirement on July 1, 1976.
They have one son, James
Hunter Love. and two
daughters, Mrs. John Joan)
Bowker and Mrs. Charles R.
Elsie) Thurman, Jr. Their
five grandchildren are David
Bowker. Craig Thurman,
Ashley Thurman, Timothy
Love, and Mark Love. Their
two great grandchildren are
Toby Bowker and Sabrina
Bowker.
...in.
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DEAR OVER 80: That column was so well received
I've updated it. And here it is:

"sir. and Mrs. Hunter Lore
-Waffled For 50 Years

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
mating fat and sweets in the
foods you prepare. I'm sending you The Health Letter
number 9-12, Kitchen Power
for Weight Control, to give
you more ideas on how to do
this. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
You can make white sauce
without fat and you can use
corn starch with artificial
sweeteners for a dessert topping. Spices also help make tasty food without relying on fats
to provide flavor. .
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm
having difficulty in finding a
doctor who understands my
problem. The styloid process
on the left side of my neck is
elongated so much that it
comes down to my Adam's
apple and it extends inward so
that it seems to press against
my thyroid gland.
Most of the doctors I have
visited have never heard of
the styloid process much less
an elongated one. One doctor
thought at was a tusk. He told
me to see a dentist.
I have difficulty in digest-

ing and eliminating my food.
My thyroid is low but the doctor said no amoupt of pressure
on my thyroid could cause my
problem. I think the styloid
process is also pressing
against my jugular vein. Can
part of this styloid process be
removed and what kind of
doctor does this type of operation?
DEAR READER - We all
have a styloid process. Normally it is a spike-like bone
originating from the base of
the skull just in front of the
mastoid bone. The mastoid is
the heavy bone just behind the
ear. The styloid process is
covered from the outside by
the lower jaw. It does point
inward and forward.
You have described a very
unusual condition. I would
also doubt that it is affecting
your thyroid gland. The question is not if the styloid process can be removed or shortened but whether it is
necessary or not. Why don't
you see an ear, nose and
throat specialist? I note you
live near a large city. Call the
county medical society and
ask for ENT doctors' names
that you could see for a consultation in that city.

Goldwater Meet Tuesday
The Coldwater Baptist Church Women will meet Tuesday,
Dec. 2,at 6 p.m. at the church.
The Christmas stockings to be taken to the Long Term Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be completed, and all members and interested women are invited to
attend, a church spokesman said.

Carrie Beale Speaker
At Education Classes

•DON KNOTT
•WA CONWAY

Rt. I, Farmington; Mrs. Martha J. Shepherd, 404 Art,
Fulton; Mrs. Iretta Ann Hancock and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Constance Utley and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Harold I.. Dunn, 1702
Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Vera
Esther Cohoon, 309 South 15th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Betty J.
Lovett, Rt. 9, Benton,
Mrs. Joni L. Howard, Rt. 1,
Water Valley; Phillip L. Col-

DEAR ABBY: Last year you devoted an entire column to
what and what not to give for Christmas gifts. 1 thought it
was one of the most helpful columns you ever wrote. Please
run it again.
OVER 80

Fats and sweets can go

THE
PRIVATE EYES,G,

Adults 152
Nursery 7
11-19-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hickerson, baby girl (Sandra) 509 North L. P. Miller,
Murray.
Jetton, baby boy (Patricia)
Rt. 1, Box 245, Mayfield.
Jones, baby boy (Sharon)
1506 Henry, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Anna M. Free, Rt, 4,
Benton: Mrs. Roberta Payne,

Christmas: It's
That Time Again

HEALTH

•

Dismissals From The Hospital Are Listed

By Abigail Van Buren

a...•••• wa•-•

DEAR DR. LAMB - Do
you have any information on
low calorie cooking" My husband needs to eat less and I
have growing boys who need a
well•balaticed diet I'm interested in filling them up without filling them out. What
foods can I safely eliminate?
• DEAR READER - The
two main sources of excess
calories are fats and concentrated sweets The really high
calorie foods are the ones that
contain little water, such as
sugar, lard and flour Lean
meat is 73 percent water so it
is a low calorie food A raw
potato is all carbohydrate in
the form of starch but it is
nearly R0 percent water
A lot of the calories in our
food come from what happens
in the kitchen or what we add
at the table. Most vegetable
sRlads are low in calories but
when you add a fatty salad
dressing they become high in
calories A package of frozen
green peas is not high in calories or fat but when you add a
tablespoon of butter it is no
longer a low calorie food.
You can help your family
have a well-balanced diet and
avoid excess calories by elim-

PAGE

Carrie Beale was the guest
speaker at the recent
Marketing and Distributive
Education Classes of the Murray Area Vocabiernal School.
She spoke on the fundamentals of all types of displays and
the importance of displays as
a retail selling tool.
Ms. Beale began her window
and interior display work with
J. J. Newberry Company in
Southern Indiana. While
employed with the Belk's
Department Store of Murray,
she attended the Belk Store
Services Display School in
Charlotte, N. C. She is presently employed at Brights of Murray.
The Murray woman has
been active with the
Distributive Education Clubs
of America at the local vocational school for the past 10

YOUTH REVIVAL
at

Mount Sinai Baptist Church
Buchanan, Tenn.

Dec. 1, 238 3 At 7:00 P.M.
Mill.0.1111.0.11M1.04M1.04M...0.11M

Everyone Is Invited
HOMO.

DEAR READERS: Can you believe it's time to
prepare for the holidays again? Well, it is, so do
yourselves a favor and do your Christmas (or
Hanukkah) shopping early.
If you're wondering what to give Aunt Bessie or
Grandpa, who don't get out much,let me tell you what
not to give them:
No dusting powder, after-shave or cologne.(They
probably have several unopened boxes gathering
dust on their closet shelves.)
Grandpa doesn't need another necktie, and Aunt
Bessie doesn't really want any more brooches,
necklaces or bracelets.
With the price of groceries so high, folks who live
alone on a fixed income probably would be delighted
to receive a basket of goodies. Include small cans of
salmon,chicken, ham,tuna, vegetables, fruit, instant
coffee, tea bags, crackers, cookies and instant soup
mixes.
Older people who live in confined quarters do not
need more "things" that are ornamental only. Dcrn't
send music boxes, statuettes or other bric-a-brac.
Another thoughtful gift is lined stationery with
envelopes and a generous supply of postage stamps.
(Enclose some felt-tip pens, too.)
The homebound will appreciate a box of greeting
cards for all occasions so that they, too, can send
birthday, anniversary, graduation, get-well and
condolence cards to others.(Be a sport! Stamp some
envelopes.)
Don't give anyone a gift of clothing unless you're
absolutely sure the size is right. That goes for the
color and style, too.
If you're tempted to pass along a scarf, purse,
wallet or some other useless little doodad you
received for Christmas three years ago, please don't.
It's a pretty fair bet the recipient will find it just as
useless as you did. (Besides, you might get it back
the year after next.)
If someone on your gift. list is living on a pension, a
check for any amount would be much more appreciated than a frivolous little trinket. Or give someone
who's counting pennies a year's subscription to a
newspaper or magazine you know he or she will
enjoy.
Please, don't ever send a gift in a box bearing the
name of a store unless you bought it there. Should the
recipient want to exchange it, he will be embarrassed, the store clerks will look bewildered, and it
won't make you look too good.
If you buy a gift on sale, be sure it's appropriate,
since if the recipient tries to take it back he will be
told, "Sorry, sale merchandise is not returnable."
Don't give anyone a pet unless you're absolutely
sure it's wanted and will be properly cared for. And if
you want to delight someone who considers his pet a
"member of the family," include a tin of cat or dog
food for the pet.
Don't give wine or liquor unless you're sure the
recipients imbibe. Candy, nuts and fruitcake make
wonderful gifts for those who aren't counting
calories, but please have compassion for those who
are, and lead them not into temptation.
Resist giving toddlers stuffed animals and dolls
that are bigger than they are. And parents will thank
you for not sending their children horns, drums,
sirens or whistles. If you give a child a game or book,
be sure it's in the appropriate age range.
Instead of giving someone a gift with permission to
"exchange it if it's not what you want," save yourself
(and him) much time and effort and give him a gift
certificate in the first place.
Holiday time can be very depressing for people who
are alone, so if you know someone who might be
alone and lonely, give him (or her) the best gift of all
- an invitation to spend the holiday with you and
your family. Loneliness is the ultimate poverty.
LOVE, ABBY

lie, Rt. 1, Almo; Allison D.
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Rebecca M. Hudson, Puryear,
Tenn.; Thomas R. Timmons,
Rt. 7, Benton.
Jackie Shane Brandon, Rt.
1, Almo; David M. Carter, Rt.
2, Fancy Farm; Mrs. Linda
Guthrie, 1406 Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn F. Darnall,
Rt. 5, Benton; Rebecca
Loyd, 19 Shady Oaks, Murray.
Chester M. Thomas, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Dorothy L.
Rogers, 1609 Wiswell, Murray; Boyce Lee Baldwin, Rt.
1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Tax
Youngblood, Murray; Mrs.
Rettie Almedia Edwards, 607
Olive, Murray.
11-20--80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Fortner, baby girl (Martha)
Rt. 1, Box 31, Murray.
Williams, baby boy (Terri)
1013 Birch, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Christina C. Thorpe, 919
Lochridge, Mayfield; James
E. Justice, 211 N. Washington,
Clinton; Mrs. Viola H. Olswing, 721 Nash, Murray; Mrs.
Teresa A. Ross and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Brenda R. McNutt and
baby girl, 1405 W. Main, Murray; Mrs. Nellie R. Wade, Rt.
6, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ynema
R. Wright, Rt. 1, Murray;
Harold M. Morton, Rt. 8, Murray; John E. Scott, 714 Main,
Muray.
Beverly Byassee, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Josephine Wolfe,518
South SeVenth Street, Murray; Connie Dee Lamb,213 Ir-

AT--

van, Murray; Laurie A.
Morgan, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs.
Geraldine W. Scott, 1413
Poplar, Benton.
Joe B. Laws, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; William M. Boyd,
1711 Magnolia, Murray;
James Robert Gingles, Rt. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Ira E.
Williams, 1510 Martin Chapel
Road, Murray; Mrs. Obera E.

Brittain, Fern Terrace, Murray.
Mrs. Ella Murray Kee, 309
South 13th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Grace P. Irvin, 717
Sycamore, Murray; Mrs.
Martha L. Scott (expired), 401
Ash, Murray; Calvin H. Compton (expired) Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Josie Coleman (expired)
1400 Johnson, Murray.

Kappa Party Tuesday

I

The annual Children's Christmas party by the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be held Tuesday,Dec. 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Hostesses will be Cindy Dunn, Melva Hatcher, Rita Ford,
Rita McKeel,Charlene Butwell,and Janet Ward.
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Christmas Dinner-

Planned Saturday
tions to Jean Bennett, 806
South 16th Street, Murray, or
call Mrs. Bennett at 753-2590
or Betty Brockway at 753-0503
for additional information.
When sending reservations,
persons are asked to indicate
how many in the party will be
interested in playing bridge.
In addition to Mrs. Bennett
and Mrs. Brockway, this
year's Chistmas event was
organized by Aurelia Batts,
Molly Booth, Marilyn Faughn,
Adele
Kupchella, Sue
Vandegrift, Rahna Welch, and
Shirley Winters.

The annual Christmas dinner of the Women's Society of
Murray State University is
scheduled for Saturday, Dec.
6, in the lobby of Ordway Hall
on the MSU campus.
The evening's activities will
begin at 6:30 p.m. with dinner
music to be provided by Joe
Jackson. Dancing will follow
along with the playing of
bridge and singing Christmas
carols.
Reservations for the evening at $5.50 per person are due
by Tuesday, Dec. 2. Persons
may mail checks for reserva-
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(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them oft
your chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.)
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Carrie Beale
years. Some of her activities
include advisor of the local
MDE program, regional
DECA judge for Murray State
University, and a member of
the Murray Business and Professional Women's Club.
Marketing and Distributive
Education is a two year program of instruction in merchandising, 'marketing, and
management which is offered
at the Murray Vocational
School to stbdents with a
career objective in the field of
marketing.
The program coordinators
are Don Darden and Nancy
•
Dill.
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15 00 off regular
dinner menu prices
when you use all
these coupons
Coupon offers good
through Jan 4 1981
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Community Happenings Listed

Fern Terrace, Mur-

Monday, Dec. 1
Chapter M of the PEO will
meet at the home of Miss Ann
Herron at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
Gerald Fiqdder will be assistant hostess.

Ila Murray Kee, 304
11 Street, Murray;
ace P. Irvin, 717
e, Murray; Mrs.
. Scott (expired), 401
ray; Calvin H. Cornired) Rt. 4, Murray;
e Coleman ( expired)
ion, Murray.

Sinking Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet at the
church at 7 p.m. tor a book
study taught by Lame Turner.
Murray-Calloway Camera
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.

tesday

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

irty by the Kappa
b will be held Tuesiatcher, Rita Ford,
I Ward.

Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 pdveattlaSEducation
Buildiift'ar-First Christian
Church.

;urday

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Jean Bennett, 806
h Street, Murray, or
Bennett at 753-2590
Brockway at 753-0503
itional information.
inding reservations,
ire asked to indicate
y in the party will be
J in playing bridge.
lion to Mrs. Bennett
s. Brockway, this
Chistmas event was
by Aurelia Batts,
oth, Marilyn Faughn,
Kupchella, Sue
ft, Rahna Welch, and
linters.

Murray State Lady Racers
will play Southern Illinois at 7
p.m. in the Racer Arena.
Retired Teachers of
Calloway County will have a
dinner meeting at the
Calloway High School
cafeteria at6 p.m.
Chili supper and auction will
be held at 6 p.m. at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
Newly formed Community
Chorus will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the meeting room of the
Calloway Public Library.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. in the church parlor.
Tuesday,Dec.2
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will have
Children's
annual
its
Christmas Party at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house.
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have a
Christmas potluck luncheon at
the new parish house at 12
noon. For free baby sitting
service call 753-7886.
.

Parents, Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Seniors Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.; Douglas at 9:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Tuesday,Dec.2
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 2
p.m. with Mrs. Estelle
McDougal with Mrs. Jewel
Jones and Mrs. Gladys Valentine as_cohostesses. Dr. David
Roos will give the program
and Mrs. Mary Parks the
devotion.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
church and go on the van to
the home of Susie Scott for the
week of prayer program.
I.ydian Sunday School Class
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church and their husbands
will meet at the Boston tea
Party for a Christmas party-.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Bea Walker Group of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Wayne Halley at 7:30
p.m.
Christmas craft bazaar,
sponsored by the Housing Programming CounCil, will be at7
p.m, in the Hart Hall Coffee
House, Murray State.
Missions potluck lunch of
Memorial Baptist Church will
be at 11:30 a.m,at the church.
- Week of Prayer program by
First. Baptist Church Women
will meet at 9:30 a.m, at the
church.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. at the band
room of the high school. A
video tape of the Macy's
Parade will be shown.
Esther Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church
has changed its meeting to the
home of Mrs Thomas Hogancamp at 6 p.m. •
Kay Gardner Bates will be
featured soloist at the Wind
Ensemble Concert at 8:15
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. This
is free and open to the public.
Exhibits by Mark L. Anderson, Louisville, graphic
design, and Marta Manning,
Paris, Tenn., metals, will open
today at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.

We are pleased to announce that Tina Rogers,
bride-elect of Greg Byars
has selected her pottery,
crystal, and china from
our complete bridal
registry.
Tina and Greg will be
married Dec. 27th.

14K Gold
hains&
racelets
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CHARGE IT
OPEN
SUNDAY 1-5
AND
FRIDAY NITE
TILL 8:00

Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 615 p.m. at the
church prior to the mission
book study.
Salem Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
Wednesday,Dec. 3
Overeaters Anonymous will to meet at 7 p.m. at the churmeet at 12 noon on the second ch.
floor of the Baptist Student
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Union, North 15th Street.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Mission Book Study by First
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Baptist Church WMU will be
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and 12
at 6:30 p.m. at the church.
noon at Douglas.

MICHELSONt
.4.1:1114.1

' retart.1

\l/

/13.7695

eel Air Comer
Murray. Ky

Eastern Star No. 4.3.3

Visiting members introduced and welcomed were Peggy
Taylor, deputy grand matron,
and Brown Clifton, deputy
grand patron, District 22;
Mary Ballew, grand representative to Paducah; Frances
Churchill, grand representative to Puerto Rico; Jean

Dismissals At Hospital.
11-21-85
1217 Peggy Ann Drive, MurNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ray; James G. Williams, HarCombs, baby boy (Teresa), din; Mrs. Wanda M. Greer,
Box 13, Grand Rivers.
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruby
Burkeen, baby boy ( Terie ), Tucker,Cadiz.
Rt. 1, Dexter.
Salena D. Wynn, Box 961,
DISMISSALS
Murray; Mrs. Mary S. Boone,
Mrs. Virginia M. French, 1.5 McClain's Tr. Park, Paris,
505 Irvine Street, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Dorothy R. Gean,
Tenn.; Mrs. Kathy M. Evitts-, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.; Larry D.

Your Individual
Horoscope
_ Fraftes Drake
FOR TUESDAY,DECEMBER 2, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- success.
row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nt'etC.
given for your birth Sign.
You needn't feel so resentARIES
ful. Be patient, and you'll find
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grit t
that things are better than you
Don't press too hard. You
realize. Shun negative thinkmay feel stymied or
ing.
frustrated. Be patient and
SAGITTARIUS
don't buck authority. Evening
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) ^
should prove relaxing.
Be more understanging of
TAURUS
friends. Cooperate with others
(Apr.20 to May 20) dkY1?
and difficulties will be over_ The spirit is willing, but the
come. A late get-together inMay de weak. It may be
spires you.
hard to follow through on good
CAPRICORN'
ra
intentions, though p.m. is in(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V.)
spired.
Don't insist on your own way
GEMINI
when dealing with higher-ups.
(May 21 toJune 20)
Postpone important requests.
If you'll watch arguments
Forget about the limelight,
about sex, you'll have a good
and you'll succebd.
time. Otherwise, expect fricAQUARIUS
tion. Try to cooperate with
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
close ties
Authority figures are liable
CANCER,
to be unsympathetic. You'll
,(June 21 to July 22 03
0 resent advice
you receive
A domestic situation tries
now. A friend is supportive.
your patience. A close tie
PISCES
seems fixed in opinion. Joy
Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
• _
through work and entertainSociability aids career
ing.
endeavors. You're not in the
LEO
mood to grant requests to
(July 23 to Aug.22)
friends. Act on your hunches
Your awn lack of confidence
later.
can stifle work performance.
Be more positive in attitude.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
Relax with creative pursuits.
gift for dealing with the
VIRGO
public. More diplomatic than
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 np
the typical member of your
You needn't be so tight- sign,
you'd make a good
fisted about money for the day counselor.
Psychology,
brings financial opportunity. teaching
and medicine may
Family ties mesh with your appeal
to you. You work better
mood.
in partnership than alone and
LIBRA
have a talent for bringing out
(Sept. 23 to Oct. V)
the best in others. Sensitive
Your timing could be off. and artistic,
you may have a
Whether to be cooperative or flair for poetry, fiction,
music,
assertive is a problem. Rely interior decorating
and dancon your sweet disposition for ing.

n
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Followell, 716 Sycamore
Street, Murray; Dale 0.
Baker, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Mrs. Sarah A. Blanchard,
Rt. 1, Hardin; James D.
Milan, Rt. 3, Fulton:- Mrs.
• • • - - •
Janice M. Green., Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Kathy D.
Henson, Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs.
Mabel W. Pickard, Rt. 7, Murray; Jason E. Vaughn, Rt. 3,
Clinton.
Jerry D. Baxter, 5I5•South
Seventh Street, Murray;
Hunter M. Hancock, 1107 Elm
Street, Murray; Mrs.
Florence W. Rains, 501 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs. Myrtle
Steele,: Rt. 4, Murray;. Mrs.
'Mary H. Hubbs, 503 Chestnut
Street, Murray; Herbert
Miller, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Mrs. Launa Tinsley, Rt. 6,.
Murray; Thomas T. Watson.
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
William C. Jones, 430 Van Lea
Drive, Fulton; Mrs. Felicia T.
Gorsuch, 1603 College Farm
Road, Murray; Edgar Harrison, Rt. 1, Water Valley.
WOOL STAINS
If you get a spot on a - wool
sweater, remove it as quickly
as possible or it might set. For
food arid liquor stains, place a
towel on the stain, pour plain
soda on it and rub gently
toward center of spot. For
lipstick, rub gently but firmly
with a slice of white bread.
Dab a. fruit stain with a solution of one part 10 percent
hydrogen peroxide to six parts
water, then rinse thoroughly.
Use a commercial spot
remover on oil stains.

I`

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday, Dec. 2, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house with
Mrs. Ruby Crider to present the program on "A Christmas
Something."
Mrs. John Fortin will be program chairman. Hostesses will
be Miss Sue Fairless, Mrs. Henry Warren, Mrs. H. L. Oakley,
and Mrs. Jack Kennedy.

I

Chorus Meets Tonight
The newly formed Community Chorus will meet tonight
Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the meeting room of the Callown.
Public Library.
Any person who wishes to join is invited to attend.
Christmas music for several holiday appearances will be
rehearsed, a library spokesman said.

WANTED
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GIFTING
oto
4,6%•
0'4 00
Noilt
10,

We joined Santa Claus to
help you solve -Her- gift
problem she will love these'

(f.

Ladies' Gift ROBES
Choose from Fancies and Solids
*Embroidered Trims
*Lace Trims
*Velours •
*Quilts

GOWNS & Pi's
Brushed Mutt. Flannel
• rrn Gowns
•Paiamas
*Lone Gowns

"Vacant lots and vacant finesse. When this wins. he
minds attract the most
rubbish." -- Arnold Glasow.
NORTH
•AQ93
•J
Some finesses must be
•QJ9
taken; others are there as
875 3
window dressing. The trick WEST
EAST
is to be able to tell the dif- •IO 65
•KJa
•
Q
109
8
•7 6 4 2
3
ference and it takes more
•5 2
•
K43
than a vacant mind to do so.
•A 9 6
4.1 10 2
Declarer took his heart
SOUTH
king and led a spade to
•7 4 2
dummy's queen and East's
V AK
king. Back came a heart to
• A 10 7 6
4
K Q4
knock out South's last
Vulnerable Both Dealer
stopper and declarer
crossed to dummy's spade South The bidding
ace to try the diamond South Writ North East
I NT
Past 24
Pass
finesse.
Pass 3 NT All pa,
Things worked nicely in 2•
Opening lead Heart eight
this suit, but it was no use.
After taking his five diamond winners, declarer had can count eight sure tricks
to try for a club trick. West and now he can establish a
took the club ace and three club winner before his last
heart winners and the game heart stopper is torn awa‘
went one down.
Bid with Corn
Did declarer really have
12-1-B
to try the spade finesse' Not South holds
•A Q 103
really,
'is
Had he asked himself,
•Q J 9
"Which finesse is vital to the
• 7 3
success of the contract"' he North South
would have realized that the 1 NT
2•
"
game would be impossible 2•
without a winning diamond
ANSWER: Four spades Do
finesse.
not make the error of inviting
He could not bring in the with three spades South
diamond suit and establish a knows of the 26 points and the
club winner without the spade fit. North knows only
defense taking at least five what he sees andswhat he's
tricks.
heard
After winning the heart
--Send linclar questions to The Ares
king, declarer should cross
Roll 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
to dummy's Node ace and with sell
add,-eased stamped envelopt
take the vidil diamond for rep!,

Deltas Plan Meeting

aL

ACESIRA G CORN, JR

12.99

7 99
•

FASHION COLORS
AND PRETTY
JEWEL TONES

TO
Lily Gins tor her

Wetc*Irrizlisittc
Ladies'

SWEATERS

Cardigans & Slipovers
Crew Neck & V Neck
Fancies 8 Solids
SIZES
818
5-15

4

Wraps Hooded and many
of her favorite styles
c V I

4.

25(y0

44tkr
,
iitc.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
Ladies' Nylon Tricot

Pajamas & Gowns
Pretty Holiday Styles and colors
she will love'

20%

OFF
—
viifkr.*k

)kta
lC)Alk.)40C"Aik.Witr"Akcl?k<er
,
Ak.V441(
10
C.)144trlift.
lo wear with Her Robe
pretty comtndatalP and cozy

SLIPPERS
. ,
ind
Blue vinyl
Slioner
Rorie Blue, Black

"Alfred Dunne7
g)
r
)

CO-ORDINATES
eolv & Acryht
Blazers. Pants. Saul,
Marchmq 01calun, 13 IA

25% OFF
fit
Sorr, ,i,ms 1101 Available

•

•••

y
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OLD DECALS
to remove old decals from
bathroom fixtures, soak with
vegetable oil and keep- working on the edges as they
loosen.

The First Baptist Church WMU will observe the Week
Prayer for Foreign Missions with special meetings to
be Lel.l
at the church.
Mrs. Cynthia Turnbow will teach the book, Missions
For
Tomorrow on Wednesday, Dec. 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the church
"My World, My Life, My Witness" will be the theme
of the
programs to be held Tuesday, Dec. 2, and Thursday, Dec
4,
both at 9:30 a.m. in the church chapel.
Virginia Higgins, Laurine Andrus, Liz Conklin, and
Opal
Howard will be in charge of the Tuesday and Thursday
programs to which the public is invited.

119

• la ••••• •

:OPY AVAILABLE

Darnell, worthy matron, and
Shelby Darnell, worthy
patron, Hickman City Chapter
No. 289.
The degrees of the order
were conferred on Bill
Zanibella
with
Howard
McNeely presiding as worthy
patron during the initiation.
Other members filling the
stations were Betty Dodd,
associate matron; Dennis Sorrells, assoinate patron;
Frances Churchill, secretary:
Norma Finney, treasurer:
Pam Alexander, conductress;
Karen Sorrells, associate conductress; Dorothy Dodd.
chaplain; Eddie Braboy, marshall; Mary Louise Short,
organist
Robbie Wilson,
Adah; Lola McClain, Ruth;
Peggy Taylor, Esther protein;
Barbara DeWitt, Martha; Dolly Clark, Elects: Charlotte
Wilson, Warder; George
Wilson,sentinel.
A social hour followed the
meeting.

Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
met Tuesday, Nov. 11, at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall with
Euldene Robinson, worthy
matron, presiding. She was
assisted by Cliff Finney, worthy patron.

4

Programs Are Planned

By Murray Chapter Of

.2.,

Layaway
Now For
Christmas

IN

Reservations for the
Christmas dinner by the MSU
Women's Society on Dec. 6
should be made today with
Jeart_Bennett, 806 South 16th
Street, Murray.

THE

00NSALE NOW!
aml

Tuesday,Dec. 2
Coldwater Baptist Church
Women will meet at 6 pin, at
the church.

lititirition /kid—

-
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Looking Back

Opinion Page
Agree Or Not

By .S.(

an Curon

Here's how the employee picture
looks this year in comparison with 1979
for the month of September.
182
158
Legislative
2767
2738
Judicial
37,169
40,039
Executive
40,118
42,935
Totals
The reason the difference in the two
totals above does not amount to 3,900
jobs is that it includes part-time as well
as full-time employees.
The way the Personnel -and Finance
Departments arrived at the $5 million
figure for savings by reducing the
number of employes is that the average
salary was figured a15,512, including
the cost of fringe benefits such as insurance, hospitalization, retirement,

LOW Down

FROM THE

etc. Legislative salaries increased from
$246,000 last year to $311.000 this year
and tla judicial climbed from $3.2 to
$3.6 million.
The Brown administration faced a
shortfall of $114 million earlier this year
after the recession had set in and the
special sessiotiOf the legislature in 1979
has cut some taxes to reduce the
estimated income on the 1979-80 fiscal
year budget. The new 1980-81 budget
—
begatiJuly 1 this year.
Budget Director Bob Warren gave
these reductions in the re-estimated
budget to trim down the anticipated
$114 million shortfall: $32 million was
transferred from the Capital Construction fund to the General Fund; $19
million trimmed by the Education and
Arts cabinet; $30 million from higher
education; $14 million from Human
Resources $3.5 million from the
Development Cabinet, $3 million from
general government, $1.5 million from
Justice, $700,000 from Judicial and
$200,000 from Legislative. A $9 million
surplus is also used to round out the
total.
Warren explained that Education and
Human Resources spend 80 percent of
the General Fund dollar with 64 percent
of this amount going to education alone.
The growth in State income increased
an average of 15 percent a year from
1976 to the 1980 budget year.
Warren pointed out that'this year's
budget, beginning July 1, was considered a very tight budget when it was
adopted. The budget was revised before
the fiscal year began and the cuts were
started then. The estimated growth this
year in the budget is only 5.6 percent as
compared 15 percent in preceding
years.
The revised estimate was right on
target for the first quarter of the fiscal
year, Wifrren said.
"The 1982 budget could be as much as
$150 million short if the relationship of
the increase over this year is considered," Warren said, but there is
more flexibility and we can make
deductions before the year starts."

Congressional
Record

Representative Frank Announzio
(111.1 "...Last week I learned that the
Defense Department is no longer supplying dollar bills to our military personne, in Europe but is only supplying
$2 bills and $1 coins ;Susan B. Anthony).
"On November 5, 1980, I wrote to
Secretary Harold Brown of the Defense
Department pointing out to him that the
action of the Defense Department
works a hardship on our servicemen
and violates assurances given the Consumer Affairs Subcommittee by other
Government agencies that the dollar
bill would not be removed from circulation.
"Last year, the Consumer Affairs
Subcommittee, of which I am chairman,jointly held oversight hearings on
the Anthony dollar coin with the
General Oversight and renegotiation
Subcommittee. At those hearings
representatives of the Federal
Reserve the Bureau of the Mint, and
the Treasury Department gave
assurance that no attempt would be
made to force the unpopular dollar coin
on the public by withdrawing the dollar
bill from circulation...
-They further testified that Congress
would be consulted before any decision
would be made to withdraw the dollar
bill from circulation. To further assure
that no such action was taken, I introduced H.R. 5444, the Dollar Bill
Preservation Act. That bill has been
cosponsored by 57 Members of the
House.
"In my letter, I indicated to
Secretary Brown that the Defense
treat
not
Department should
Americans serving their country
abroad as second-class citizens. Those
Americans are entitled to the same
choice of currency as their fellow
Atizens at home.
"Finally, I pointed out that the
Defense Department action worked a
financial hardship on our military personnel. This is because exchange notes
in the local economies are lower for
coins than for notes. For example, a $1
note buys 1.75 marks in Germany, but a
$1 coin only I mark. In England a dollar
bill is worth 40 pence, but a dollar coin,
only 33 pence.' Thus, the Defense
Department policy makes it even
harder for our low-paid servicemen and
servicewomen to make ends meet.
haVeltiged Secretary Brawn to
end this ill-advised and burdensome
policy and resume supplying $1 notes to
our servicemen in Europe.."
t

404
f••••

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
With some servicemen's families
having to resort to food stamps, an
underhanded method of pushing off the
discredited Anthony dollar is not needed. This information needs more
publicity than provided by the Congressional Record. It's understandable why
reenlistment in the Armed Services
present a problem.
++44
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Copley News Service

TUE EFFLUENT 5C/ET'/

20 Years Ago

HEARTLINE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: A recent medical problem has left my mother permanently
blind. She will soon be going to a school
to help her become more independent. I
asked her opthalmologist if he knew of
any . companies which designed products especially for the blind. He knew
of none. Can you tell me if such a company exists? H. W.
ANSWER: Contact the American
Foundation for the 'Blind. Check your
phone directory for the phone number
and address in your area. The foundation has an excellent catalog that
describes and illustrates hundreds of
products from special cooking utensils
to sports equipment, that are useful to
anyone with a visual handicap. The
book is called "Products for People
with Vision Problems." Write to Dept.

611RAF1F11111

Policy Violated

PAGE$ 1

I() Years Ago
Bill Pinkston, Dan Tinsley, Suzanne
Jones, and Becky Sams of the Murray
High School National Forsenic League
won superior ratings at the Frayser
High School Speech and Debate Tournament held Nov. 20-21 at Memphis,
Tenn.
Deaths reported include Marvin W.
Rhodes,80, J. D. Murphy, 44, and Mrs.
Bertha Dunn Carrington,80.
Elected as officers of the Oaks Country Club were Bob Bear, Bill Wells,
Max Morgan, and Ted Lawson. Directors include Marvin Harris, M. C. Garrott, and Dr. George Oakley. Clyde
Adkins is president-elect.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Brooks on Nov. 26.
Mary Jane Timmerman, assistant
professor of art at Murray State
University, will present a lecture and
slides program on traditional art at the
Murray Art Guild on Dec. 3.
James Schempp, assistist professor
of drama at Murray State University,
will speak on "Hair Hypocrisy" at the
United Campus Ministry luncheon on
Dec. 2.

Jobs Down
But Payroll Is Up
FRANKFORT — While the state has
eliminated 3,900 full-time positions
through layoffs and attrition in Gov .
John Y. Brown Jr's first year in office
the state's monthly payroll is now $2
million higher than it was in September
a year ago.
These figures come from the Department of Personnel and the budget office
in Finance.
The administration says it is saving
$5 million dollars a month by
eliminating the jobs, because "that is
what it would be costing the state every
month if those 3,900 persons were still
on the payroll," Personnel Director
Dick Robinson explained.
Robinson said that 18.000 full-time
employees received a 10 percent costof-living increase in June, effective July 1, plus the annual increment full-time
employees receive each year and the
merit raises given by the administration.
The payroll in September 1979 was
$44.4 million and it had increased to $46
million by the end of September this
year This includes full-time and parttime employes.
The payrod savings applies to the executive- -department - of government
alone and does not include the
legislative and judiciary branches, the
personnel office explained.
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The Story Of
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One of the more tragic fatal accidents occurring in the history
df the county claimed the lives of two sisters, Merri, 5, and Martha,
18, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Brent Brown of Route 3, Murray,

and subsequent death of the driver, Scottie Jo Guy, 19, daughter
of Col. and Mrs. Carroll Guy, on November 10. Her car collided
with a delivery truck on Highway 94 six miles northeast of Murray
September 10. The sisters were buried in Outland Cemetery. Citizens over the whole county shared the immeasurable grief of the
two families.
Why state officials were bent upon changing the driving patterns in downtown Murray in the face of strenuous opposition, is
the $84 question, other than the incurable habit of enforcing some
expert's opinion in distant Frankfort. In early September, the
eggheads designed a parallel parking system and once again submitted one-way streets for examination (and contempt) from business men on the public square. Other than tearing up .the nerves
of a docile public, nothing more came of the proposal. Sanitation
workers joined the unhappy folks in threatening to go on strike
September 15.
Murray's beloved and respected medical practitioner, Dr. Ora
Kress Mason, widow of the late Dr. William M. Mason Jr., died
Sept. 20, 1970, at the Murray Hospital at the age of 86 years. DT.
Ora retired from practice in 1957 after many years of noteworthy
health service in pediatrics and obstetrics. Dr. Mason, a native of
Flint, Mich.. was the first woman medic to practice here. In valued
recognition of her contributions, the nursing education building on
MSU campus was named in her honor. She also had served on
the university board of regents. Mrs. Mason was buried in the
City Cemetery.
Calloway County Board of Education, determined to consolidate
the primary schools, petitioned the fiscal court to submit once again
a 13-cent per $100 valuation tax at the Nov. 3, 1970, general election,
however was rejected as it had been- tbii—previous Yettr, but the -final vote of defeat of less than 200 votes reflected a closing of the
gap.
To Be Conlanued

CTM, American Foundation for the
Blind, Consumer Products Dept., 15 W
16th St., New York, NY 10011. There is
no charge.
HEARTLINE: I am on Medicare. I
really need a new pair of dentures. Will
Medicare help pay for dentures? C.S.
ANSWER: No. Medicare does not
cover dentures.
HEARTLINE: A friend recently told
me that she had seen somewhere that
you have a new book called Heartline's
1981 Almanac for. Older Americans. I
have heard nothing about this. Can you
tell me a little about the book,the price,
and if it is now available? B.M.
ANSWER: Our new book,- Headline's
1981 Almanac for Older ArnerFians, is
the perfect hdndbook for retirement. It
contains complete explanadons of
Social Security, Medicare, Railroad
Retirement, Veterans benefits plus a
county-by-county and state-by-state information and referral directory of
county, state and federal government

agencys and other organizations of interest to older Americans. There are
also chapters on such topics as diet,
wills, nursing homes, insurance, taxes,
consumer protection, settling your
estate and others too numerous to mention. This book will normally sell for
$9.95 and will be available after
January 1, 1981. However, as an introductory offer, all orders received
before December 31, 1980 will sell for
$7.95($7.00 per book on orders of BM or
more). To order your copy,send $7.95 to
Heartline's Almanac, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: Recently, an agent
was in my home explaining an insurance policy. It sounded good, but he
asked me to make out the check to him
personally. I told him I would have to
think on it some more. Is it proper to
make a check payable to the agent instead of the company?
ANSWER: We would strongly advise
against this. You should make the
check payable to the company.

Business Mirror
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30 Years Ago

A Merry Christmas
Gavin-NEW YORK " (AP)
Brackenridge is talking a lot about
games this Christmas, but he isn't playing games. He is promoting them.
He earns 60 cents for every "Fortune
500" games. He is promoting them.
He earns 60 cents for every "Fortune
500" game sold at retail, a4id more on
sales to schools and companies. And for
having their names on his game board,
20 blue chip companies have paid him
$30,000 each.
That probably isn't half the story, for
-this isn't so much the tale of a game
about business as it is a story of entrepreneurship.
It begins at least four years ago with
disribution in France of "Business," a
board and dice game devised by
Richard Fenwick, like Brackenridge, a
1969 graduate of the Wharton School of
Finance.
"Business" was aptly nadned,since it
attempted to create many of the situations faced by the chiefs of major corporations: Prime rate increases,
strikes, inflation, acquisition opportunities et al.
"You forge empires and face all the
challenges and dilemmas along the way
— unfriendly takeover bids', collapse of
credit sources, a squeeze from the
cartel that controls your natural
resources.
"There are strikes to contend with,
natural disasters, changes in government regulations, stock offerings, ad
campaigns. It's everything business
really is.".
"Business" sold 250,000 copies in
France alone before Fenwick and
Brackenridge, a real estate adviser to
major crporations decided to take it to
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
Individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
. By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on tho page 410
st reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the gerietarptIIITir,
we welcome a letter to the editor or,
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Murray-Calloway County
The
Library will hold open house at its new
home at 105 North Sixth Street, Murray,
on Dec. 10.
Deaths reported include Joe Nunn.
Six students from Murray College
High School have been selected for the
All State Chorus and Band Programs to
be held at Lexington Jan, 12, 13, and 14.
They are Charles S. Robertson, Bobby
L. Ray, Jenny I.. Johnson, and Mary
Beth Robertson, All State Chorus, and
John Darnall and Michael H. Alexander, All State Band.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
D. N. Ross,a boy to Mr.nnd Mrs. Harry
Walker, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Vance, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Davis,- a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Allbritten, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph F. Haynie.
Mildred Hodge of Corvette Lanes,
Murray, broke all records in the
women's division of TV bowling over
WPSD-TV, Paducah, on Nov. 26. She
rolled the highest single game and the
highest three game series registered in
the TV bowling series at Paducah.
Mrs. Josiah Darnall, Mrs. Vernon
Shown,and Mrs. Irvin Gilson will direct
the chorus of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club at the annual Christmas program to be held
Dec.2 at the club house.

the U.S. market under the auspices of
Editions Fenwick Inc.
As in the game, problems arose. The
two young businessmen sought to call
the American edition "Fortune," but
found the name already copyrighted by
another game company. They selected
"Fortune 500."
For what Brackenridge describes -as
"a very small royalty," Time Inc.
agreed to the use of the name, one
reason being, Brackenridge suggests,
that young players might someday
subscribe to Fortune Magazine.
In the spirit of nothing is impossible,
Brackenridge then suggested to some
of the biggest U.S. companies that they
pay $30,000 each to have their names
and logotypes ensconced on the game's
4-inch panels.
Some, he relates, didn't even bother
to answer, and he imagines their
chuckles about his audacious suggestion. Others, however,seized the opportunity, seeing it as a unique new advertising medium.
Alcoa, Chase Bank,Southern Pacific,
Mobil, Pan American, Aetna Life &
Casualty and others signed and put up
their $30,000. "We took in $600,000
before we ever sold a game in the
United States," he says.
In the same spirit, some of the companies decided to exploit their new and
monopolistic ( one ad agency, one insurer etc.) position on what
Brackenridge says is bound to be the
greatest business game ever.
H.J. Heinz Co. mentioned "Fortune
500" in its magazine and sold 675
games. W.R.Grace & Co. enclosed a
flyer with its Dec. 14 dividend check to
50,000 shareholders offering the game
at half the $20 price.
Some-45,000 games have been sold in
the United States so far, but they represent but a fraction of the six and sevendigit numbers to which Brackenridge
aspires.
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Q. D. Wilson of New Concord was
elected for the 14th time as chairman of
the Calloway County Production and
Marketing Administration Committee.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
Jones.
Prof. Price Doyle, head of the
Department of Fine Arts, Murray State
College, has been selected for a third
term as president of the National
Association of Schools of Music at the
meeting held at Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Boy Scouts of Calloway and Marshall Counties have shown a 52 per cent
increase over 1949, according to
Leonard Vaughn, chairman of the Happy Valley District comprising the two
counties.
Mrs. H. Gray Russell, missionary
from Africa, now home on furlough,
will speak Dec. 3 at the Women's Day at
the First Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McCuiston were
hosts for a canasta party held at their
home on Olive Street.

Bible Thought
Look not every man on his own
things, but every man also on the
things of others. Philippians 2:4
God expects us to be as concerned
for the well-being of our 4.1low man
as we are for our own well-being
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 1, the 336th
day of 1980. There are 30 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 1, 1918, the Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes united to form the nation of
Yugoslavia.
On this date:
In 1824, an American presidential
election was turned over to the House of
Representatives after a deadlock
developed among four candidates —
John Quincy Adams, Andrew Jackson,
William Crawford and Henry Clay.
Ten years ago: I,uis Echeverria
Alvarez was sworn in as president of
Mexico.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford met with China's deputy prime
minister, Deng Xiaoping in Peking.
One year ago: The United Nations
Security Council took up the issue of the
American hostages in Iran. All
delegates called for release of the caplives, but no resolution to that effect
was introduced.
Today:s birthdays: Director-actor
Woody Allen is 45. Comedian Richard
Pryor is 40. Singer Bette Midler is 35
Singer-actress Mary Martin is 67
Baseball player George Fostegps 32..
- Thought for today: Love What's
lovable and hate what's hateable. it
takes brains to see the difference —
Robert Frost, Anierican poet ( 18741963 .
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Flavor Out Of The Past

Some folks consider Ken
lie smalls three things
tucky tradition as being were lacking—quality, unispelled "c-o-u-n-t-r-y h-a-m." formity and merchandising.
And that's really a very "We wanted to build on
those three points. When we
tasty spelling.
Tradition and good living started the education prohave for years gone hand in gram on country hams we
had a base to start from. We
hand in Kentucky—and
since Kentucky country had been doing research on
ham is synonymous with curing for five or six years—
Kentucky tradition. it is very research on curing the
much a part of the good life. product under controlled
So proclaims a brochure conditions. controlling.temperature and humidity."
that promoted the 17th
annual Kentucky Ham
Varney said. -We felt conBreakfast held in conjunc- trolled conditions would
tion with the 1980 Kentucky build the quality and uniState Fair.
formity."
Fora time cured meat was
Some considered the conalmost a memory for a lot of trolled conditions aspect as
people who "left the farm." a "short cut" method and
But the tradition and heripredicted the final product
tage of the Commonwealth
would be inferior, he rein more recent years has called. "But it actually
resulted in people wanting turned out as a superior
to return to the "old way" of product in that it removed
doing things,- They remem- areas that caused an inferior
bered that deliciouscooking product—providing better
smell of salt-cured meat— control and uniformity."
country ham In part Muter— Varney said.
andthe taste ofred-eye gravy
In 1963 when the educathat Just naturally "goes" tion program was begun
with country ham.
through Extension, KenTo most people Kentucky tuckians-were selling fewer
country ham stimulates the than 100.000 hams annutaste buds the year ally. By contrast, one ham
around—but during the curer-in the state now cures
holiday season. from almost three times that
Thanksgiving through
number alone—and the
Christmas and New Year, lt annual dollar volume in
has become a delicacy that Kentuckycountry ham sales
holds forth In "real glory." is now in excess of615 milA few decades ago country lion, according to Varney.
ham was relegated primariAfter the new curing proly to the Individual farmer gram became established
curing pork as a source of "we had to sell the consumer
his family's meat supply in on the goodness of the
warm weather—long after product," Varney said.,
the winter"hog kiln'time." noting "It didn't take long
which was the only time for people to begin craving
fresh pork was available. that 'good old country ham
Salt curing of meat is a flavor'."
tradition that dates back to
Additional research tarthe days of the first settlers geted on packaging smaller
In Kentucky.
amounts ofcountry ham,so
York Varney, who is an the consumer wouldn't have
-Extension meats specialist to buy an entire ham. Vacwith•the College of Agricul- uum packaging of sliced
ture of the University ofKen- ham "added substantially to
ky and as such I% a real the merchandising." Varney
authority on country ham, said."You now see displays
says that meat curing began of vacuum packaged counajtraciing .the attention of try ham Inalmostany store."
Kentuckians as an Income
When "the fist food
source about 30 years ago. people" became interested
Varney has been on the
in country ham. "portion
staff of UK's College of Agripackaging was started so
culture since 1954. in 1963
that ham the right size for
he switched from teaching
sandwiches could be offered
and research to the Coope
—heated In micro wave
ative Extension Service
ovens." He said the adverthe time meat processirg
tising of these fast food
was a brand new venture 1
restaurants has brought
Kentucky's Extension activi- even more people into the
ties.
fold oflovers ofcountry ham.
When he turned his atte
"They try It and like it so
tion to Extension, he ranch they come back for
searched fora program to be
more or start buying it in
developed In meat process- grocery stores."
ing that would be a good
The education program
Income source in Kentucky conducted through the
agriculture. "It didn't take Cooperative Extension Servme long to hit on countty ice brought expansion of the
ham." Varney says."Curing country ham industry in
country ham Is a relatively Kentucky. "The growth
simple process and many wasn't overnight." Varne-y
could benefit. And people points out, "but there has
were again finding out that been an almost continuous
salt curing wasa good way to expansion. Hundreds of
preserve pork."
people are now curing hams.

Hot there are only about '25
persons in the state who
gain all or a considerable
portion of their hvIthood
from country hams."
Country ham Is a dry
cured product using salt.
The salt curing lowers the
moisture content and
checks the growth of bacteria. The ingredients are
rubbed on the outside and
"the salt cure gives country
ham the flavor that Is distinctly all its own." says
Varney.
Some country hams are
described as "sugar cured,"
but Varney says that isactualq a misnomer. Salt Is the
main ingredient in the curing of all country hams. although sugar is sometimes
used with the salt. "Sugar
helps keep the ham softer."
he said.Some country hams
are smoked In the curing
process, but he said that
doesn't necessarily make
them better. However, he
pointed out,smoke does add
a distinctive flavor and prevents a strong rancid taste If
the ham is keptfor alonger
period of time.
In the "old days" a ham

didni age in the winter because of the cold temperatures. "You've heard of the
June sweat—that was the
time the natural warming
conditions started the aging
process and the ham began
losing Its moisture," Varney
said. "But, now controlled
conditions removes all variables—and aging begins
from the start."
To promote Kentucky
country hams, the meats
specialist launched the
country ham show at the
Kent city State Fair back in
196 and the same year he
up the first Kentucky
Country Ham Breakfast,
which has become something of a tradition at the
fair. He managed both
events for four years, but, he
admits,"it got out of hand—
just got too big." The show
was turned over to the Kentucky Division ofShows and
Fairs. The breakfast coincidentally fell annually on
Farm Bureau Day—"so it
was a natural for the Farm
Bureau to take that over."
However, Varney has remained active in both
events.
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Shorter days and falling
temperatures in the last few
weeks should signal home
fruit growers to take a few
last-minute steps to prepare
strawberry *beds and fruit
trees for their long winter nap.
Mulching strawberry plants
before the real chillers hit will
give those delicate plants a
security blanket and increase
their chances of waking next
spring.
Strawberries have shallow
root systems which are very
susceptible to breaking when
the ground freezes, said
Gerald Brown, Extension horticulture specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. Brown is
headquartered at the UK West
Kentucky Substation in
Princeton.
"When the ground freezes
and heaves, the plants heave
out of the ground and the roots
break," Brown 'said.
"Mulching adds a layer of insulation to protect the plant."
He recommends the following procedure to mulch
strawberries:
— Plan
to
mulch
strawberry beds after plant
growth has slowed, after a
week or so *of 20 to 40 degrees,
but before temperatures

Cattlemen Should Cull Cows
heat," he said. b"High
temperatures can make bulls
temporarily infertile, and they
don't recover immediately
when the weather does improve:"
Producers would be wise to
cull open cows and grow out
weaning heifers for replacement, Miksch said.
"Cows are bringing good
prices for meat, but Niles
are not," he said. "Heifers
Cattlemen have more open will also be bringing a better
year
this
cows in their herds
return on the feed investthan usual because of the sum- ment."
mer's drought and humidity
Heifers are more likely to
that also affected hay produc- give birth to live Calves than
tion. Instead of the usual two cows that have been open.
or three,a herd of 50 may have Weanlings are also likely M be
five or six open cows,.Miksch genetically superior to the
said.
cows in the herd because proThe extreme temperatures ducers often buy better bulls
in July and August,the middle each year, Miksch added.
of breeding season, affected
He advises producers to
both cows and bulls. "More have a veterinarian examine
cows failed to come in heat, or the herd to identify open cows
to settle if UV' did come in and others that can be culled.

modity this year to waste on
cows that won't be producing
calves next spring," said
Duane Miksch, Extension
veterinary specialist at UK's
West Kentucky Substation in
Princeton. "With the number
of open cows, and the strong
market for slaughter, producers should consider selling
their open cows before winter
feeding begins."

Faced with the prospect of
high hay prices and moreopen
cows than usual to feed this
winter, beef cattle producers
should consider culling open
cows amtkeeping more promising weariling heifers, said
a University of Kentucky
livestock specialist.
"Hay is too valuable a corn-

FFA MEMBER OF THE
MONTH — Charlie Waddell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Waddell, Route 1,
Murray, has been selected
as Member of the Month for
November by the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America. Charlie
was selected as a result of
being elected as FFA Chap-

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

She is a senior at CCHS this

ag

140110K

cher at UK's West Kentucky
Substation in Princeton,
recommends the following
steps:
— Pick up fallen fruit,from
around the tree. By removing
a food source, you will
discourage rodents from moving in the neighborhood.
— Look for any depressions
which can retain water at the
base of the tree. Fill in depressions and pack the soil firmly
to prevent water from freezing and damaging the bark
and trunk.

— Add small gravel around
the base of the tree. The rock
will work its way into the soil
and support the roots as the
ground freezes and heaves.
— Prevent rodent damage.
Scatter prepared mouse bait
on the ground around the tree.
Use a tree guard to keep mice
from knawing on the bark.
Purchase a plastic tree wrap,
or form hardware cloth into a
cylinder and force it into the
ground around the tree so
rodents cannot work their way
under it.

LAN D BAN K
Ofzuor,
Outpost Office
Al The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!

If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us'

How do others
make more profits?
Your CPA knows.
Financial structuring and short and long
range planning are lust a few of many
services Performed by Certified Public
Accountants(CPAsathat can prove
profitable whether you are a one-man
operanon, partnership. or corporation In
the process of auditing. CPAs scrutinize
your internal contsol systems. cash flow
depreciation of assets securities. in
ventory valuations. contracts, leases, insurance tax reserves and related information concerning your financial
position and operating results

ti

Certified Public Accountants are
professionals authorized by law to per
OM the full range of accounting ser
vices For help in increasing your
profitability consult Michael H Keller
CPA Certified Public Accountants per
form the full range of accounting services

CPA

More than a title, it's a profession

Michael H. Keller
201 S 6th Street

Murray Ky

year.
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plunge to 5 to 10 degrees.
— Use pine needles or clean
wheat straw. "Take care not
to introduce weeds into the
strawberry patch, however,"
Brown said. If the straw is
weedy, pour water over it a
few weeks before mulching.
The seeds will germinate and
the weeds will be killed by
freezing temperatures.
— Use a bale of straw for
each 50feet of row.
— Fluff the straw and
spread over the row in iloose
cover about three inches deep.
Cover the entire plant.
— Next spring, remove
mulch from plants before the
berries send out buds, to prevent tearing the crowns from
the plants when raking off the
mulch. Pile the mulch
between rows, so it can easily
be pulled over the plants again
if there is danger of frost.
Left-over mulch will also
come in handy next spring
when the berries are ripe.
Brown said. "The little straw
left around the plant will keep
the berries off the soil, so they
won't have a gritty taste when
they're eaten straight from
the patch."
AS winter approaches, fruit
trees undergo physiological
processes to carry them
through the cold weather
ahead. But fruit growers can
help their trees come through
the winter unscathed. Ruth
Averett, horticulture resear-

Call 436-2372

ter Sweetheart in October.

Certified Public Accountant

753-8918
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Care Helps Fruit Trees Survive

Kentucky Country Ham,Tasty
Morsel Of Pioneer Tradition

"SERVING THE
ras ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"
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Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V, 753-3404
or 753-8220
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Murray To Open Against Indiana
El

By DAVID HIBILITTS
Sports Editor
After finishing last season in
the National Invitational
Tournament with y-% ins over

Vandy Drops
Western In
Classic Final

Alabama and Jacksonville
before barely losing to Illinois,
it is only right that the Murray
State basketball team must
re-establish its reputation in

its season opener against the
Big Ten favorites at Indiana
tonight.
"In all honesty, Illinois last
year was a more talented

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — "There is no such thing as
the 10-second line anyniore," said former Marquette
coach Al McGuire as Western Kentucky and Vanderbilt
were preparing to play for the championship of the
Wendy's Classic this past Saturday night.
McGuire's observation came back to tell part of the tale
of Vanderbilt's miraculous 78-76 win over the Hilltoppers.
McGuire's comment about the changing pace of the
game proved to capsulate tile frantic, racehorse shooting
blitz along with a bothersome, if not game-breaking, press
that brought the Commodores back from an all but impossible 72-60 deficit in the final two and a half minutes.
At least Western's dominance, until it gave the game
away, means that Southeastern Conference teams, even
after a win as impressive as Vanderbilt's 92-56
demolishing of Iona had been in the semifinal game, must
Join those from the Big Ten and other major conferences
in recognizing that the Ohio Valley Conference has been
catching up quickly.
Described before the season by its new coach, Clem
Haskins, as a team that would need some time before it
would jell, Western could not have stymied Vanderbilt
any more than it did behind the leadership of guard Mike
Reese, forward Tony Wilson and center Craig McCormick.
*All Reese did was shoot the lights out of the basket while
Wilson drove through the heart of Vanderbilt's much
larger front line. McCormick added the self assurance
from having so much responsibility left as the only returning starter.
But,in the end, it was the Hilltoppers' youth that caught
up. Their inability to hit the important free throws or
weather the Commodores' fullcourt pressure changed the
complexion of what would have been one of Western's biggest wins in a long time.
"We found out a lot of things about our young club,"
Haskins said as he held back the dejection."We found out
we can play with people if we can play with a team that
has Vandy's size.
"We are going to make mistakes. I hope the players
learned from the ones tonight."
What Western lacked in experience and in depth could
be found in abundance on a Vanderbilt team that McGuire
noted looks poised to be the true darkhorse as it
challenges Kentucky and Louisiana State in the SEC race.
The change in the Commodores' strength ran all the
way through the lineup to 6-foot-2 freshman guard named
Al McKinney, who entered the lineup with four seconds
left and hit the game-winner from 16 feet.
Vanderbilt needed a lift from the rest of the ranks after
its star forward Charles Davis had to leave the game at
halftfme with back trouble and freshman center Jeff
Turner ran into foul trouble.
was not going to put McKinney in," Vanderbilt coach
Richard Schmidt said about the twisting conclusion, "but
he grabbed me and told me he wanted to be in there.
"If he feels that certain about winning, more power to
him." What gestures like McKinney's and comebacks like the
one Vandy staged mean for the college game lies in how
much it has changed since freshmen have been playing
and teams have become stronger all over the country.
Western could not have put together a better defensive
combination or been any more prepared at this stage of
the.season to go after a team with Vanderbilt's prospects.
But, just where so many games this year will hinge, it
was the combination of their missed free throws — surprisingly three out of four by the normally deadly McCormick — with Vandy'sudden hot shooting from outside that
made the difference.
•
It is almost too much to digest in realizing how much
lies ahead.
McGuire had one last observation of promise for the
Murray State team which is favored to finish ahead of
Western in the OVC.
"Without a small, quick guard, teams are going to be in
trouble this year," he said. "They need a guard who can
solve all the pressure and clear out the defense and push
the ball up the floor."
Did anybody hear a thank you coming from a fellow
named Lamont Sleets out there? It all starts tonight with
two of the best of McGuire's description as Sleets goes
against Isiah Thomas.
And this is only the beginning?

A LONG FOUR SECONDS
FOR WESTERN — Vanderbilt
guards Mike Rhodes(above)
and Al McKinney hit the
game-tying and gamewinning baskets from 15 and
16 feet, respectively, as the
Commodores rallied for an
incredible 78-76 win over
the Hilltoppers in the championship game of the Wendy's Classic this past
weekend.

s

By MICHAEL EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP —
Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy
Kidd believed his team
deserved and earned its berth
in the Division I-AA college
football playoffs.
Third-ranked Eastern Kentucky,the division's defending
champion, accepted an atlarge bid to the playoffs Sunday. The Colonels meet toprated Lehigh University, 9-0-2,
on Dec. 13 in Bethlehem, Pa.
No. I ranked Grambling,
representing the South, also
accepted an invitation Sunday
to the four-team playoffs.
Grambling, 10-1, will meet No.
7 Boise State, of the West, on
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New Shipment For Christmas

PLUS
One Group

Levis, Male, French Star, Etc.
Jeans

25
CORN-AUSTIN
/0 Off Now Till Christmas

DOWNTOWN MURRAY, KY

The MSU women's team will
be at home tomorrow night at
7 p.m. against Southern
Illinois-Carbondale, a team
that handily defeated the Lady
Racers in the opening game,
88-60.
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EKU Coach Feels Team
Deserves Playoff Bid

With
A -•1
... A , Willie Nelson Jeans

C011ie-

"We are just going to rely on
our quickness and speed
against their physical
strength and homecourt advantage," Greene said. "We
are going to have to take care
of the ball.
"I think the tempo is going
to be important. We cannot
half the night playing on
defense."
Greene hopes to keep his
team from having to spend too
much time setting up against
the Indiana offense by letting
his press do the work.

"I think they respect our
quickness," Greene said about
how the Hoosiers may respond. "It is a matter of our executing and putting the ball in
the hoop."
On the encouraging side for
the Racers will be the return
of senior guard Jerry Smith,
who had missed two weeks of
practice and the England Fiat
game with a sprained ankle.
"Jerry is moving a little better," Greene said.
"We are mentally prepared
for this game; I hope we are
physically prepared.
Greene added that he might
have liked to have another
game or two out of the way
before tackling Indiana
!so
soon, but he eras glad to have
had the rugged warmup the
England Fiat team gave the
Racers a week ago.

Morehead Coach To Head Irish Offense

On The Road Again...

1110,

MSU guard Lamont Sleets,
who Greene has said repeatedly means as much to his team
as any other player means to
theirs, will have the toughest
assignment of his career
against Isiah Thomas, the
heralded freshman of a year
ago.
Thomas gained even more
recognition with his strong
performance during the
United States Olympic team's
exhibition games against an
NBA all-star team this past
summer.

AL MCGUIRE, former head coach of Marquette's national championship team in
1977, presents the Wendy's Most Valuable Player trophy to Vanderbilt forward Ted
Young.

We're
(k9 1 ei •

team physically than the Indiana team we will play,"
Murray State coach Ron
Greene said. "But we are not
the same team that played IIIois
,Indeed, Murray State's
lineup problems have not been
minimal. Just when the
Racers were showing the
markings of a team that could
play a healthy number of
players, a big chunk was
taken out of that outlook when
center Michael Bates was lost
for six-to-eight weeks with a
broken foot.
Without Bates, Greene has
no choice but to start at center
6-7 Reggie Montgomery, who
has looked very capable so far
but will have a much different
task against the Hoosiers'
front line that consists of
seven players 6-8 or bigger.
The most prominent of those
are 6-9 senior center Ray
Tolbert, 6-8 senior Steve
Risley and 6-9 Glen Grunwald.
Even with all Indiana's
height, it is the matchup at
guard that is attracting the
most attention.

CINCINNATI ( AP - Tom
Lichtenberg, the head football
coach at Morehead State
University, will become offensive co-ordinator at Notre
Dame under Coach Jerry
Faust, according to a publish-

Dec. 13 in Boise, Idaho.
The championship will be
Dec. 20 at Hughes Field in
Sacramento, Calif.
"From the way we have
been playing lately, I believe
we deserved the invitation,"
said Eastern Kentucky Coach
Roy Kidd, whose team won its
last four game in compiling a
9-2 record.
After a slow start this
season, which included a,21-10
setback to Akron in their second game, the Colonels
finished in a flurry. Eastern
Kentucky's only loss in its last..
nine games was 13-10 to arch."
rival Weatern Kentucky.
"At the beginning of the
year I was wondering just how
good a football team we
were," he said. "But after a
slow start, I thought maybe
we could be 7-4 or 8-3 at best.
But after the Akron game we
kept improving week to
week."
Kidd credited much of the
team's improvement to the
play of noseguard Buddy Moor
and quarterback Chris Issac.
The Colonel* whipped
Lehigh 30-7 in last year's
championship game, but Kidd
believes his squad will have a
lot tougher time in the rematch.
"The tables are turned
around this year," he said.
-Last year they beat Murray
State ( in the first round of the
playoffs) and we were able to
catch them, perhaps;
overlooking us. But that certainly is not going to happen.
this year.
"They've got to be an _excellent team. They're 'ranked
number one. They're the only
undefeated team in our division. They'll be quite a
challenge for us."
Lehigh, representating the
East, and Boise State received •
their playoff invitations last
Monday.

ed report today.
The Cincinnati Enquirer
said Lichtenberg visited the
Notre Dame campus Saturday
and would meet with university officials again today in
South Bend.

Lichtenberg, 39, spent five head coach is 9-11-1.
seasons as offensive coorLichtenberg's
younger
dinator at Iowa State under brother, Terry, is an assistant
Earle Bruce, now the Ohio coach at Moeller High School
State coach. He also was an -in Cincinnati, which Faust left
assistant at Morehead in 1972- to take the Notre Dame
73. His record as Morehead coaching job last week.
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Breaks Division Tie With Win Over Oilers

Browns Claim Control Of Their Own Destiny
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer .
The Cleveland Browns can
rightly claim control of their
own destiny now, but they
can't help but benefit from one
of the most crucial showdowns
of the 1980 National Football
League season Thursday night
when Houston plays host to the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
The Browns unlocked a tie
in the American Conference
Central Division Sunday by
winning a 17-14 thriller over

the Oilers, whose Thursday
night confrontation with Pittsburgh should pare the race to
two teams.
"It was obviously a very big
win for us," Browns quarterback Brian Sipe said.''We are
in control of our own destiny."
Pittsburgh's 23-10 victory
over Miami left the Steelers
and Oilers tied for second in
the division at 8-5, while
Cleveland moved in front by a
game at 9-4.
Steelers Coach Chuck Noll

said his Leann still was on the
road to recovery from a series
of disabling injuries to players
like wide receivers Lynn
Swann and John Stallworth,
running backs Rocky Bleier
and Franco Harris, Jacks
Ham and Lambert and
quarterback Terry Bradshaw.
Fullback Cleo Miller ran for
two
short-yardage
touchdowns to give Cleveland
a 14-0 lead in the second
period. Don Cockroft's 25-yard
field goal in the third quarter

provided the Browns with
their
eventual
winning
margin.
Houston had a chance to tie
the game in the fourth
quarter, but Toni Fritsch
missed a 38-yard field goal attempt when he scuffed his
foot.
In the AFC East, New
England failed to take advantage of Buffalo's 28-24 loss to
Baltimore by losing 21-17 to
San Francisco. That left the 85 Patriots one game back of

Pitt's Green Second, Georgia's Walker Third

South Carolina's Rogers, Nation's Top
Ground Gainer, Wins Heisman Trophy
NEW YORK(AP)-George
Rogers, who put the University of South Carolina on the college football map while
becoming the fourth leading
rusher in NCAA history, won
the 46th Heisman Trophy today as the nation's oustanding
player.
Rogers,a 6-foot-2, 220-pound
senior from Duluth, Ga., who
leads the nation's rushers this
season with 1,781 yards in 11
regular-season games and 6.0
yards per carry, won by a
comfortable margin over
defensive end Hugh Green of
Pittsburgh. Herschel Walker,
Georgia's sensational
freshman running back, was
third, the highest finish ever
posted by a first-year player.
Rogers received 216 firstplace votes-, 179 second-place
votes and 122 third-place
ballots for a total of 1,128 total
points based on a 3-2-1 scoring
system.
Green received 179 votes for
first place, 125 seconds, and 74
thirds for 861 points. Walker's
totals were 107-120-122 for 683
points.

Rogers carried four of the
six regions into which the
country is divided - the MidAtlantic,South,Southwest and
Far West. Green captured the
Northeast, while Purdue
quarterback Mark Herrmann,
who finished fourth overall
with 405 points, won the
Midwest.
Rounding out the top-10
Reisman finishers were: Jim
McMahon, Brigham Young
quarterback; Art Schlichter,
Ohio State quarterback; Neil
Lomax, a quarterback from
small college Portland State
University and college football's all-time passing leader;
Jarvis Redwine, Nebraska
running back; Kenny Easley,
UCLA safety; and a three-way
tie for 10th among Anthony
Carter,
Michigan
wide
receiver; Mike Singletary,
Baylor linebacker, and Dave
Wilson, Illinois quarterback.
Rogers became the eighth
consecutive running back to
win the Heisman and the 31st
in the 46 years of the award.
Green was only the third
lineman to finish as high as se-

cond without doubling as a
passcatching end. The others
were Alex Karras of Iowa in
1957 and John Hicks of Ohio
State in 1973.
Rogers received' much
publicity this season not only
for extending his string of 100yard games to 21 but also
because of his background. He
left home and lived in several
Georgia towns during his teenage years and also made
headlines when his father was
released from jail in October
after serving almost eight
years for the fatal shooting of
a girl friend.
Schlichter was the top returning finisher. He was fourth
last year behind running
backs Charles White - of
Southern Cal and Billy Sims of
Oklahoma - the 1978 winner
- and Brigham Young
quarterback Marc Wilson, all
seniors.
Other returnees from last
year's top 10 were Rogers,
who was seventh; Herrmann,
eighth, and Florida State middle guard Ron Simmons, who
finished ninth but had an

ihjury-plagued
1980.

off-year

in

No freshman or sophomore
has ever won the Heisman
Trophy. The only players to
win its as juniors were Doc
Blanchard of Army in 1945,
Doak Walker of Southern
Methodist in 1948, Vic
Janowicz of Ohio State in 1950,
Roger Staubach of Navy in
1963, Archie Griffin of Ohio
State in 1974 and Sims in 1978.
Staubach was a quarterback,
the others running backs, and
Griffin was the only one to
repeat as a senior.
Herrmann finished second
nationally in total offense and
fifth in passing and set career.
NCAA records for pass yardage (9,188), completions
(717) and attempts (1,218).
This season, he completed 220
of 340 for 2,923 yards arid 19
touchdowns, while missing
one game.
McMahon led the country in
total offense and passing. During f3YU's 12-game regular
season, he was 284 of 445 and

Loss To Hampered Bucks More
Than Boston Coach Can Handle
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regulars...well, that was too
By ALEX SACHARE
much for Fitch to handle.
AP Sports Writer
Boston Coach Bill Fitch can
"I can't say anything nice
cope with his team losing to about my basketball team,"
Milwaukee. After all, the Fitch said after his Celtics
Bucks are one of the strongest dropped a 107-105 decision to
teams in the National Basket- the Bucks even though
ball Association and lead the „,..444i4watikee stars Marques
Central Division with a 20-6 Johnson, Bob Lanier and
Brian Winters missed the
record.
But losing to the Bucks Sun- game because of injuries.
"They only had eight guys,
day night, when they were
but they went out there and
without three of their

did the job," Fitch said of the
Bucks. "They did what I like
to see. They played together
better than they might have if
they had everyone."
Sidney Moncrief filled in at
Winters' guard spot and
scored 23 points, Pat Cummings started for Johnson at forward and scored 10 and defensive standout Harvey Catchings opened at center in
place of Lanier. Junior

If your credit cards
turn on you,turn to us.
If you have a credit card or two, congratulations . . . maybe.
Some folks have found the cost of credit cards these days
outweighs their convenience. Crunch!

tmas
cerhrist-

the bills, 9-4.
The San Diego Chargers
moved a half game ahead of
Oakland in the AFC West with
a 22-21 victory over
Philadelphia. The Chargers
are now 9-4, and the 8-4
Raiders face a must situation
when they host Denver
tonight.
The loss dropped the Eagles
to 11-2 and one game ahead of
Dallas, a 51-7 winner over
Seattle on Thursday, in the
National Conference East.

MOW YOU CAN FIGHT BACK!
You can borrow enough to pay off all your credit card bills(and
other obligations). "Consolidation loan" is the fancy name for
it, but it's Simply your way of fighting back. Your way of getting
control over your money again. Before it's too late.
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In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2
Phone
753-2571
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Phone 753-5573

Bridgeman, playing his usual
sixth-man role, led Milwaukee
with 25 points.
In other NBA games, the
Phoenix Suns edged the
Houston Rockets 117-114, the
Chicago Bulls beat the Los
Angeles I.akers 122-108, the
Seattle SuperSonics topped
the New Jersey Nets 113-89
and the San Diego Clippers
defeated the Golden.- State
Warriors 120-100.
Milwaukee led 100-91 with
three minutes to play, but
Boston chipped away and pulled within two points on Chris
Ford's 15-foot jumper with 13
seconds left. The Celtics then
fouled Quinn Buckner, who
missed both free throws, but
the strategy failed to pay off
when Boston was unable to
come up with the tying basket.
Suns 117, Rockets 114
Rookie guard Kyle Macy
came off the bench and scored
14 points in an eight-minute
stretch of the second half as
Phoenix built a 99-90 lead with
7:12 left and then held off the
Rockets.
Walter Davis scored 25
points and Macy had an NBAhigh 21 as Phoenix raised its
record to 22-4, best in the
Western Conference.
Bulls 122, Lakers 108
Center Artis Gilmore scored
15 of his 21 points in the second
half and grabbed a game-high
11 rebounds to lead Chicago to
only its fourth road victory in
12 outings.
The Bulls took command'
with a 39-point third quarter
for a 90-83 lead and pulled
away.
Sonics 113, Nets 89
Seattle recovered from a 15point second period to
outscore New Jersey 65-39 in
the second half and break a
three-game losing streak.
John Johnson and Vinnie
Johnson led the Sonics with 29
points apiece.
New Jersey, which dropped
the opener of a five-game road
trip, has lost five of its last six
starts.
Clippers 120, Warriors 100
Freeman Williams scored
all 24 of his points in the second and third quarters for
San Diego, including nine in a
24-8 surge that gave the Clippers a 93-78 lead going into the
final period.
It was the third stright loss
for Golden State and the
fourth triumph in five outings
for San Diego.

set a pair of NCAA marks by
passing for 4,571 yards and 47
touchdowns. He has gone over
300 yards in his last!! outings.
The. Heisman Trophy has
gone to an offensive back each
year with the exception of
twoway ends tarry Kelley of
Yale in 1936 and Leon Hart of
Notre Dame in 1949. Both were
noted more for their offensive
exploits.
The University of Pittsburgh waged a late-season
campaign for Green, a defensive end, spending an
estimated $3,000-$5,000 on
Multi-colored posters of
Green, a defensive end, which
it mailed to 4,000 persons
across the country.
The Heisman balloting closed Friday, prior to the final
regular-season games of
Walker, McMahon, McNeil
and Allen, who needs 218'
yards in his final contest.to tie
Rogers for national rushing
honors.
' Some 1,050 electors in six
sections were asked to vote for
their top three Heisman
choices. The country is divided into Mid-Atlantic, Northeast, Midwest, South,
Southwest and Far West
regions.

Minnesota took advantage of
Detroit's 23-17 overtime loss to
Chicago on Thursday to move
into a tie for the NF'C Central
lead with a 23-20 victory over
winless New Orleans.
The NF'C West race remained much the same with both
division-leading Atlanta, 10-3,
and Los Angeles, 9-4, on the
winning side of the ledger.
Atlanta edged Washington 106, and the Rams whipped the
New York Jets 38-13.
Elsewhere, it was St. Lows
23, the New York Giants 7;
Cincinnati 20, Kansas City 6,
and Tampa Bay 20, Green Bay
17.
Steelers 23, Dolphins 10
Harris topped off his best
game of the season with a 9yard touchdown run that sealed Pittsburgh's victory. Harris ran for 116 yards in the
game on 28 carries.
Harris' touchdown capped a
98-yard' drive that began as
the Dolphins were threatening
to take the lead. Steelers cornerback Ron Johnson forced a
fumble by Dolphins running
back Tony Nathan on the 1,
and 15 plays later, Bradshaw
had guided Pittsburgh to
paydirt.
49ers 21, Patriots 17
Joe Montana threw three
touchdown passes, all after
the 49ers had intercepted
Steve Grogan passes, to lead
San Francisco to its second
straight victory.
Grogan was intercepted six
times as the 49ers set a 'Club_
record. Two of the interceptions were by. Ricky Churchman and one was by Keena
Turner that killed a New
England drive late in the
fourth quarter.
Colts 28, Bills 24
Curtis Dickey ran for two
teadidOwns, a nd-paltitnore
scored each of its four TDs
after some sort of Buffalo
miscue. Dickey scored twice
in the second half after an interception and a recovered
fumble.
Colts quarterback Greg
Landry, substituting for the
injured Bert Jones, threw for
a score after a fumbled punt,
and he ran for another after

Buffalo punter Greg Cater
was tackled on his own 8.
Chargers 22, Eagles 21
Dan Fouts threw two scoring passes, and Rolf Hernischke kicked three field
goals !as San Diego ended
Philadelphia's eight-game
winning streak.
Fouts had 342 yards passing
and went over the 300-yard
mark for the sixth tune this
season, equaling for the second straight year the NFL
record set by Joe Namath.
Philadelphia rallied to
within a point on an 11-yard
scoring pass from Ron Jaworski to Wilbert Montgomery
with 2:50 left, but the
Chargers picked up on first
down and ran out the clock
after the kickoff.
Vikings 23, Saints 20
Minnesota jumped to a 23-0
lead on scoring runs by Ted
Brown and Doug Paschal, a
17-yard TD pass by Tommy
Kramer and Rick Danmeier's
28-yard field goal before having to hold off a furious New
Orleans rally.
Archie Manning threw three
second-half touchdown passe:for New Orleans, but the
Saints saw any chance of their
first victory erased when Minnesota linebacker Matt Blair
blocked a 25-yard field goal attempt by Benny Ricardo.
Falcons 10, Redskins 6
Atlanta won a club-record
seventh straight and held the
slipping Redskins to Mark
Moseley field goals of 51 and
46 yards.
Steve Bartkowski threw a
14-yard touchdown pass to
Alfred Jenkins early in the
third quarter, and Tim
Mazzetti kicked a 23-yard field
goal in the fourth quarter for
the Falcon.
The loss was Washington's
fifth straight.
Moseley's last field goal
came with four minutes left in
the game .after an apparent
Redskins touchdown pass of 24
'yards from Mike Kruczek to
Ricky Thompson was nullified
by penalties against both
teams.
Rams 38, Jets 13
Vince Ferragamo threw

four touchdown passes, and
Elvis Peacock, who replaced
the injured Wendell Tyler in
the first quarter, gained a personal high 152 yards for the
Rams. Tyler left with a
dislocated elbow.
Two of F'erragamo's scoring
strikes were to Willie Miller.
The Rams defense sacked
Jets quarterback Richard
Todd six times and in the third
quarter held New York to
minus-2 yards total offense.
Cardinals 23, Giants 7
Ottis Anderson rushed Inc
168 yards and two touchdowns
to pace St. Louis past the
Giants. Anderson, who came
into the game with 955 rushing
yards on the year, went over
the 1,000-yard mark for the second straight year.
Neil O'Dhnoghue kick C
three field goals for St. Lows
Bengals 20, Chiefs6
Cincinnati scored 13 point
in the fourth quarter on Jack
Thompson's 1-yard touchdown
pass and a 57-yard romp by
Pete Johnson, a 250-pound
fullback, to break open a onepoint game and put away Kansas City.
Thompson came off the
bench in the first quarter
when Ken Anderson complained of dizziness. Anderson's 4yard strike had put Cincinnati
ahead 7-0. Buccaneers 20,
Packers 17
Kevin House snared a tipped
pass from 'Doug Williams at
the Green Bay 1-yard line with
less than two minutes to play,
setting up Tampa Bay's winning touchdown.
The pass from Bucs quarterback Doug Williams covered
44 yards, but first It hit the
hands of Green Bay safety
Johnnie Gray before bouncing
to House, who was brought
dow14 on the 1 by Steve Luke.
Tampa Bay running back
Johnny Davis scored on the
next play, with 1:58 left in the
game.
Green Bay had one last
chance to send the game into
overtime, but recentacquisition Jan 4tenerud's 45yard field goal try with 17
seconds left was wide to the
.
left.

WANTED
U.S. SILVER COINS '

t,

THRU

WHITE OR YELLOW

10KT 14KT

1964

18KT or 22KT

gold

.

DIMES
OUARTERS
HALVES
SILVER DOLLARS

UP TO
TIMES FACE VALUE
ALSO BUYING
WAR NICKLES 1942, 43, 44 45
INDIAN HEAD PENNIES
TWO CENT PIECES
THREE CENT PIECES
V NICKLES
U S TRADE DOLLARS

BRACELETS EARRINGS

HALVES
65 THRU 69

CHARM BRACELETS.
TIE TACKS CHAINS
POCKET WATCHES
CLASS RINGS. PINS
WRIST WATCHES
WEDDING BANDS

CANADIAN
ERNES
QUARTERS
HALVES
THRU 1966

DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

Silver
CHARMS PINS
INDIAN JEWELRY
RINGS MEDALS
SILVER FLATWARE
E. SERVING PIECES
BRACELETS CHAINS

SILVER BARS.
OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING-, 925 or 999

•

100c8OHUS to Senior Citizen
except for coins
ALL POCKET
OR WRIST
WATCHES

v
1

0,01
,
1K INK,
flP BRO..I N

WE ALSO BUY MOST
COSTUME JEWELRY
(0000
CONDITION)
Wi111esm
burN 52
For Gas On Purchase
01r12
1110
: sktr:

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF CONDITION
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING '0000" CONDSTSON
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET PRICE

Hwy. 641 Murray
)53-2682

Murray Plaza Court
Room No. 10

._„
„

In(

19%0

Maws 9:00 a.m.
-5:00 p.m.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings

Oregon Outlasts Brigham Young

College Basketball Results

By The Aandailal Press
By The Ann-lewd Press
Minnesota 99, N Dakota St 64
Easters Galenism
Saturday's Results
Ohio St 89, Cleveland St 81
Adman Dhaka
Oklahoma 94, Midwestern 82
INASI
W
L
Pet GB
Roston 13 97, Baltimore S3
Oral Roberts 66. l'rinceton 61
Phdadeipin
23
3
at
Canisius0li,lOafteloSt 74
iardue 72, Colorado St 59
Basun
lb
7
at
6
Drexel 50, Delaware 13
St lows 91. William Jewell 51
Siel1 York
15
8
652
fes
SO17115151'
FrurIngh Diclunson 79, Mercy •-,•
W:aalungten
10 14
417 12
Arkansas St 68, Belmont 56
Harvard 91, Brandt.74
New Jeers
9 16
383 1.31a
Leigh 52, Moravian 49
New Moue-097, New MCIJUOS1 79
Cann Divine
Manhattan 59, Dow ling 43
N l'exas St 15,Texas lotheran Uh
Milwaukee
3) 6
709
Northeastern 89. Brown 66
Southern Methodist 68, Southwestern
Indiana
14 II
580
Saa
52
Pitt 91, St Francis, Pa 70
elikago
10 14
437
9
Texas-Arlington 91, Texas Christian 80
Providence 56, Massachusetts 43
Atlanta
8 16
33 11
Texas Southern 77, Paul Qiurin 72
Rhode Island 94,Stonehill 81
Detroit
8 1.
120 11,
i
Robert Morris 90, Califorma, Pa 67
U.of Pacific 78,Texas 77
Cleveland
8 18
VS L2
Rutgers 75, American U 62
W.Texas St. 96, Lubbock liens 66
Western CinemaFAR W151
St lionaventurr 79. American Intl 61
.
Midwest Ohtani
St. Peter's88,Stockton St.44
eat-Inlay 125, VMI 96
San Addeo
17
8
ale
Seton Hall 86, Lowell 60
Cal Poly-Pomona 101, Hayward St. 76
3 Ain
13 11
aft
3sa
Cal-Santa Barbara 80, Doane 77
Siena 63. Jersey City St al
loosen
11 13
456
5's
Denver 68, Santa Fe 52
Syracuse 108, Coiwubia 81
10 14
117
Fresno St. 96, Portland St5
Vermont ILO, Plattsburgh St 70
Kansas elty
10 16
36
71-1
Idaho St. 84, St. Martin's 83
Wagner 99,N Y Tech 83
I alln
3 3
120 14
Kansas 91. Nev -Reno 73
SOUTH
Pad& Diann
N .Arizona 69, Azusa-Pacific 53
Ala -Biniunicharn 96, MacMurray 56
Phew=
3
4
B.
N.Colorado 87, Aden's St. 75
Armstrong St. 99, Newberry 80
Lnz,.Azigetm
8
802
4
18
Oregon 74, Chico St 44
Austin Peay 80,Ga,Southern 87,OT
1;01den State
13 11
517
8
Oregon St. 75, Brigham Young 68
Duke 67,Stetson 49
Seattle
11 11
440 103
, E.Kentucky 82. Butler 66
St. Mary's, Calif. 44. San Francisco St
San Diego
10 16
385 12
45
Florida 90, Biscayne 71
Portland
7 18
11811 1412
San Francisco 113, Wis.-Superior 71
Florida A&M 65, S.Florida 63
Saintly, Games
Santa Clara 100, Boise St. 87
Furman 58, Baptist 40
Detroit 9B, Atlanta 95
Stanford 58, Air Force 52
Georgia St. 63. S ('.Spartanburg 61
Indiana 117, Cleveland 101
Kentucky 62, E Tennessee St. 57
UCLA 91, Notre Dame 81
New York 111, Portland 110
Kentucky Weslyn 55, Centre 53
TOURNAMENTS
Philadelphia 113, Utah 93
I owsuina Tech 71, Ouachita Baptist 49
Grudge State Tourney
Washuisiton 96, Miwaukee 89
McNerse St 02, College of the Ozarks
First Round
San Antoruo 106 Kansas ilty 104
71
New Hampshire 67,St. Anselm's 58
Houston 115. Dallas 90
Memphis St. 98,Oklahoma City 86
Dartmouth 61, Catholic U 56
Lin Angeles 134, Denver 123, 2 OT
Mercer 93,St lam's 6.5
Great Alaskan Shootout
Piller= 113, Go/den State 108
Mississippi 82, Cent. Arkansas Si)
Second Round
Sinclay's Gaines
NC-Charlotte 71, UNC-Asheville 64
North Carolina 83, Georgetown 71
Milwaukee 107, Boston 15
N.Carolina A&T 94. N.Carolina CenArkansas 86, Louisiana St 76
Phoenix 117, Houston 114
tral 82
Consolation Round
thew° 122 146 Angele 104
N Carolina St. 83. U NC-Wilmington 59
Ala.-Anchorage 77. Nicholls St. 62
Seattle 113, Nevi Jersey 5
Richmond 103, Radford 64
IPTAY Tourney
San Diego 120, Golden State 141
Samford 65, Oglethorpe 61
Champiouship
Moodny's Games
SE Louisiana 60, Tennessee St 58
Clemson 99, Fairfield 71
No games scheduled
Tennessee 91. Rollins 58
Third Place
Tuesday's Games
To -Chattanooga 82. Maryville 53
Rice 69,Cornell 51
Indiana at New York
Tennessee Tech 62. Indiana St. 52
Laps
-hick Memorial
Karma aty al Wastuadun
Tulane 92,S.Illinois 78
Championship
PhiladeLpha at Atlanta
Virgnua Tech 85, Johns Hopkins 57
St. John's 68, Penn 62
Boston at Detroit
Wake Forest 57. Jacksonville 44
Third Place
Utah at ALlwaukee
W.Carolina 77, Middle Tenn 70
James Madison 49, Weber St. 47,01'
Cleveland at Dallas
W.Virgima 108. Akron 74
Spartan Cutlass Classic
Meru at San Antonio
William & Mary 115, Pace 64
Championship
iluesigo at Denver
Cent. Michigan 89, Michigan St. 66
MIDWEST
New Jersey at Portland
Third Place
Bradley 99, 111.-Chi. Circle 48
Detroit 85, W.Michigan 82
Dayton 95, Rider 72
Virginia Tipoff Tourney
East Carolina 70, Ohio U. 65
Championship
Idaho 64, Nebraska 53
Virginia 77, Va. Commonwealth 62
Illinois 98, Loyola. Calif. 65
Third Place
Illinois St. 96, Carthage 40
Lafayette 69. Bucknell 47
Indiana 75, Ball St. 69
By The Assortined Press
Washington & Lee 11polf
Iowa 61, N.Illmors 47
American Conference
Championship
Kansas St. 72, N.lowa 54
East
Washington & Lee 69. Mount Union 60
Kent St. 64, Capital 62
W L T Pet PP PA
Third Place
yichigan 74, E Michigan 68
9 4 0 102 29) 216
rani°
lock Haven 91, Thomas College 73
New England
8 5 0 615 B. no
Wendy's Classic
P.altuncre
7 6 0 .538 B. MI
Championship '
6 7 0_.462 B. 254
Wads
Vanderbilt 78, W.Kentucky 76
Sy The- tssortated Pres
N Y Jets
3 10 0 221 244 340
Third Place
Campbell
°deemsCentral
Iona 79,South Carolina 69
Patrick DiV1S100
9 4 Sla no 244
leveland
1201-80 03.37aed
8.55rsPM-BKCW
L
T
GF
GA
Pts
8 5 0 .615 217 232
Houston
College Scores, 3rd add,
Philadelphia
17 5 4 Ilk ,63 04
8 5 0 615 314 B.
lattsbargh
Sunday's Results
N.Y
a
Islanders
16
5
5
114
.65
37
4 9 0 B. 15 728
Cincinnati
EAST
Calgary'
10 9 5 (1) 95 25
West
Boston Coll 93, Bentley 67
Washington
8 6 9 88 75 25
San Dago
9 4 0 692 364 B.
Franklin Pierce 96, Stony Brook 93
N.Y.Rangers
6 14 4 02 15 16
8 4 0 057 185 24
tableau
St. Joseph's 76, Scranton 62
Smythe Division
7 5 0 563 247 242
Denver
TOURNAMENTS
SI. Lows
15 6 4 ice 97 34
Kansas Caty
6 7 0 Mt 234 271
Granite State
Vancouver
13
7
5
103
81
:31
1 9 0 368 219 335
Seattle
Champlooshlp
Chicago'
9 12 5 104 116 '23
Nathan Conferenee
Dartmouth 86, New Hampshire 65
Colorado
9104
79
91
22
East
Third Place
Edmonton
6 12 5 /6 95 17
11 2 0 846 i23 161
Philadelphia
StAnselm's 70, Catholic 61
Winnipeg
1 16 7 74 119 9
Dallas
10 3 0 769 B.
Great Alaska Shootout
Wales Conferear
4 9 0 308 B. 279
St Louts
Championship
Norris Dhision
N.Y Giants
3 10 0 231 192 B.
North Carolina 64, Arkansas 58
las Angeles
16 6 I ICC 71722
Wastungtai
3 10 0 231 174 B.
Third Place
Montreal
12
10
2
107
2720
Ceatral
Louisiana St. 76, Georgetown, D.C.67
Hartford
8 12 4 82 116 20
Detroit
7 6 0 S38 200 231
Consolation Round
Pittsbergh
6 13 4 82 102 16
Minnenta
7 6 0 sis 52 B.
Championship
Detroit
3 15 4 A 103 10
Chicago
5 8 0 315 215 727
Missouri 54, Alaska-Anchorage 53
MIMS
Division
5
7
1
218
264
Greer, Bay
423
Buffalo
13 6 5 91 68 31
5 7 1 423 234 279
Tampa Bay
Minnesota
12 5 4 5 so 04
West
Toronto
9 10 3 91 97 21
Atlanta
10 3 0 769 333 215
7 10 6 79 86 20
Boston
Los Angeles
9 1 0 692 B. 318
Quelicr
5 12 6 80 04 16
San Franctsco 5 8 0 .385 B. 37
By The Associated Press
New Orleans
0 13 0 000 208 51
Stanley's Games
EAST
Buffalo 4, Colorado 1
heday's Games
Boston College 27, Holy Cross 26
NY Islanders 7, Quebec 3
Ifittsbursth 23, N1110111 10
Dayton 28, Widener 24
Calgary 4, Winrupsi 1
bildas M. New York Giants 7
Ithaca 36, Minn.-Morris0
Atlanta 10. Washosttan 6
Monday's Game
Navy 33, Army 6
Mnnesota at NY Rangers
Baltimore 28. Buffalo 94
SOUTH
Clnannan 33, Kansas CIty 6
Tuesday's Games
Alabama 34, Auburn 18
Detroit at Boston
Minnesota M, New Orleans 20
Bethune-Cookmn to, Florida A&M 14
Colorado at NY Lslanders
Tampa Bay 20, Green Bay 17
Georgia 38, Georgia Tech 20
Quebec at alows
Cleveland 17, Houston 14
Grumbling St. 41,Southern U.6
Hartford at low Angel,
San Francisco 21, New England 17
Miami,Fla. 31, Flonda 7
Los Angeles 38, New York Jets 13
N. Alabama 17, Virginia Union 8
San Diego 11, Phdadelpha 21
Tennessee 51, Vanderbilt 13
Werlay's Gana
MIDWEST
Deriver at Oakland, fl
E. Illinois 21, N. Colorado 11
By The Associated Press
Thursday, Dee. !SOUTHWEST
(3111 ELIE FOOTBALL
Pittsburgh at Handl,
Arkansas 22, Texas Tech 16
NEW YORK 1 API - The University of
Spann. Dec. 7
Oklahoma 63, Oklahoma St 14
Pittsburgh won die Lambert Trophy as the
Mlanta at Philadelphia
Rice
35, Houston 7
autstanchnic mayor college football in the
Baltimore at Uncunati
Texas A&M 24, Texas 11
East far dr second year in a row
low Angeles at Buffalo
FAR WEST
The Panthers, who are ranked fourth naMinnesota at Tampa Bay
Arizona St. 14, Arizona 7
tionally, defeated fifth-ranked Penn State 14New York Jets at Cleveland
54, Nev.-Las Vegas 14
Brigham
Young
9 Friday to finish the regular sciaison with a
San Diego at Wastaddan
Cal Poly-SLO 15, Jacksonville St. 0
141 recornl plit received 70 pants from the
Detroit at SLIdas
Force
12
Hawaii
20.
Air
vigil-man Lambert penel to 61 for Penn
Green Flay at Chamo
San Diego St. 21, Utah 20
State, wind,had a 42 rec-ord.
Dallas at Oakland
UCLA
34,
Oregon
St.
3
Navy, 83, was third with 56 points after
Denver at Kansas C3ty
defeating Army
New Orleans at San Francisco
TENNIS
New York Giants at Seattle
MILAN, Italy 1API - Gene Mayer
Mondey. Dor, 8
defeated Vitas Geruladis64,62 en the roundNew England at Marrs, n
robin finals of the Brooklyn Meters Indoor
Tennis Tournament at Ablan's Sports
Palace.
11-17-80
Mayer routed countrymen Ehot Teltscher.
Team
W
I.
Harold Solomon and John McEhroe to roach
Public Ice
32
12
So fmals.
J&S
30
14
McEnroe, upset by Mayer in Saturday's
Murray Appliance
27'1 16'1
Burger Queen
qualifying match. gained Mial place by
27 • 17
Mutual of Omaha
a 26
18
defeating Prance's Varela* Noah 6-1, 6-3,
11-25-80
Randy Thornton
.26
18
Italy's &nano Panetta trounced Eliot
Team
W
1.
Colonial Bread
23
21
Teltscher 6-2.6-2 for fifth place, and Jimrny
40*, 12
People's Bank
Pagliais
72'1
21
3a
Connors downed Harold Solomon h'4,6-3 ma
21
Murray Insurance
31
Coleman Realty
22
V
29, w, match for seventh place.
Thurman Furniture
DeVanti's
1931 24',
3API
JOHA.NNESBUTal,
South
Africa
23
29
Wilson Clean Up
Motor Parts
19
25
Fritz Enehrung 3serted top-seeded Guillermo
25
27
Fireball 5
Mr. Gatti's
1831 26',
Vitas of Argentina 76,6-4 in lir quarterfwas
Dennison Hunt
23
29
Dakota
18
26
Paradise Kennels
2Pv 303a if an international tennis tournament.
Solo's
15
29
Buelvang met thrd-seeded coustryrran
Btrak of Murray
21
31
Kay Mart
15
29
Bob Ida in today's semifinal at Ella Part
20
32
Women of the Moose
Jones Music
11
33
20
32
Speedway Truckwash
Rain Moped play as another quarterfinal
HIGH TEAM G AM Fl
HIGH TEAM GAME 3SC:
match was being played Heinz Guntharcit of
Murray Appliance
967
862 Swetzertand war leading Sodh Afnca's
People's Bank
Burger Queen
903
824 Kevin (lean 7.6. 3.3 when TUN halted dr
People's Bank
Mutual of Omaha
896
798 match. The eventual winner et that match
People's Bank
HIGH TEAM GAME 3PC
HIGH TEAM GAME HC I
Burger Queen
1027
back on seventleseeded Australian Km War1073 wick in the other erne-mat
People's Bank
.
Murray Appliance
1022
1
1035
People's Bank
Kay Mart Auto
1010
The men's angles final originally was set
1009
People's Bank
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
for today, but the heavy rains forced the
;SC:
HIGH TEAM SERIFS'
Mutual of Omaha
2637
2484 organizers to put it back to Tuesday
People's BankMurray- Appliance
2608
MELBOURNE,
Australia
3AP
/Tana
2243
Burger Queen
Thurman Furniture ..
2544
Mandlikova of (lectroilovidua won the
2194
Dennison Hunt
HIGH TEAM SERIES HC
Australian
Open
ChampionToyota
1200000
A
HIGH TEAM SERIES HC:
Murray Appliance
2953
3117 ship, hestmg Australian Wendy Tunibull 60,
People's Bank
Mutual of Omaha
2946
2447 7-6.
I ennison Hunt
Burger Queen
2916
253
Fireball 5
BUENOS AIRES. Aritainne AP:
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
s•
HIGH IND.GAME(SC;
Ron Hesselrode
Ivausi Markup beat fellow Argentman
225
226 libels Gamy 6-4, 16, 6-2 to win a 150011
I ms Smith
Lyman Dixon
224
186 doller warm's international Grand Pow
Marge Hinman
Ron Pace
224
184 tennis tournament at the Buenos Aires lawn
Patty Harris
Carl W,sals
220
HIGH IND GAME ;HC:
HIGH IND GAME MCI
Tennis Club
•
247
I An Smith
Carl Wools
252
Fatima Medina af Brazil defeated
244
Billie Hall
Danny Roberts
245
•
Argentina y Vend Gimes 1 omen 86 in
227
Patty Harris
Lyman
238
Dixon..
a singlewt runlet for third place in Ur
HIGH IND SERIE-S
Ron Pace
218
datineuranation
tarnament
571
Lois Smith
HIGH IND.SERIES ;SC
The Brazilian pair of Meirann and (lash
540
Sondra Rice
Ron Hesselrode
614
Montero
won
the
doublet
title
6-1,
7-5
over
501
Marge Fhiunan
Charlie Hargrove
581
;dam MAI OCICRO
HIGH IND. SERIES FTC:
.Iim Washer
574
GOLF
665
Billie Hall
HIGH IND.SEJTIES INC)
634
(SAWA. Japen ;AP:
Imo Ada if
I An Smith
Carl Woods
655
627
Sondra Rice Jean Mit a par 71 for a 734sole total of 177
Ron tiesselrodr
644
HIGH AVERAGES;
Jim Washer
and woo the 1162,05 Gene Salton Onalc.
637
lois
HIGH AVERAGES
edspngSpien'sSeverisroBallatems
16
74
SouthSondra Rice,
Rpr Hessellrwle
187
Antra hat all hat crr of the wessotroire
Pat Hesselrode
Mirk Mclemore
181
lead he trait Into the final mund ri the
Marge Hinman
Garry Evans
tourney. played Wel' thP per Ti Jun (las9k.
166611
Barbara Hendon
Lyman Faxon
180
(Ink MUM.
156
Ruth Harrison
Darelones
1140
Flallesterre pedal Sfir kswet-score of the
Ethelene Mc3C-allon
Charlie Harrison
179
final n said a rionsidermr 86,and finished at
11553
Mel Wihson
Charlie Hargrove
178
778 Japan's Kokte iINI11. IOW dint a B.
Carolyn Pyle
Ron Pace
178
after a clang 71
11:1
Noy Harris
Rob Brown
178

NFL Standings

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Steve Johnson knew that the
Brigham

Young

Football Scores

Sports In Brief

Bowling
Standings

Bowling
Standings

Meanwhile, North Carolina
Great

the

Alaska

team would remember him.

won

It's hard to forget a player

Shootout tournament in Anchorage Sunday night with a

Who

burned

you

the

year

before.
"I knew that they would be
coining at me hard," said the
Oregon State center, "so I
decided to start out slowly. I
didn't want to run right into

64-58 victory over Arkansas.
North Carolina reached the
by

finals

performance for

night, top-ranked

poor

Johnson in the first half Saturday night. He only scored four

16

sas stopped 12th-ranked Louisiana State 86-76 in Saturday
night's semifinals.

to a

No.

beating

Georgetown 83-71 and Arkan-

people."
That thinking translated in-

In

Saturday

action

other

Kentucky

squeezed by East Tennessee
62-57;

Indiana

fifth-ranked

fifth place by beating AlaskaAnchorage 54-53 on Steve
Stipanovich's

shot

at

the

buzzer.

Jeff Lamp scored 24 points
and Ralph Sampson added 19
as Virginia beat VCU in the
Virginia Tip-Off finals.
Clark Kellogg's 21 points

scored

Russell

David

Illinois,

Northern

defeated

19

points, including two big foul
shots in the last three minutes,

and 14 rebounds led Ohio State
past Cleveland State. North

as St. John's won the Lapchick
tourney for the sixth straight
year. Tony Bruin came if the

Jim Thomas,starting in place
of the injured Isiah Thomas,
scored 12 points and grabbed
six rebounds for the Hoosiers.

Carolina's clutch free-throw
ihooting and some key plays

bench to score 21 points as
Syracuse routed Columbia.

24

to help the Tar Heels beat
Georgetown. Scott Hastings!
25 points powered Arkansas

Ray Tolbert led five players
in double figures with 14 points
as Indiana beat Ball State,

scored

Sanders

Mike

points and Rod Foster added
22 to help UCLA beat Notre
Dame. The Bruins' victory
stopped a four-game losing
itreak against the Irish on
their home court.

cisin and Kevin Boyle each
scored 14 points as Iowa

Fourteen

southern
and earl)
of

ear

resisted k
move.

by freshman Sam Perkins
triggered a second-half rally

past LSU.
Vince Brookins, Steve Kraf-

By ROB
Assoc!
NAPI1

won

Clemson

IPTAY

the

tournament with a 99-71 rout
of

Fairfield

Larry

behind

Nance's 24 points and Vanderbilt beat Western Kentucky 7876 in the finals of the Wendy's
Classic on Al McKinney's
jumper with one second left.

One

n

rather ti

sons. A
her

d

shat

days, su
and toma

The tre
by the V

points - hardly reminsicent

trimmed Ball State 75-69; No.

a ad

of last year's towering 38-point
show against the Cougars in

6 UCLA whipped 10th-ranked
Notre Dame 94-81; eighth-

Geodynat
cil in Nap

the Far West Classic.
It wasn't until the second

ranked

half that he let his shots all
hang out, scoring 14 points, to

in the finals of the Virginia

the seventh-ranked
Beavers take a 75-68 decision
over the No. 17 Cougars in a

Ohio

IP
battle of Top 20 powers.
"I felt it was time for the

defeated

help

seniors

to

pointed

out

charge,"

take

Johnson,

who

walloped

Virginia

Virginia Commonwealth 77-62
Tip-Off Tournament and No. 9
turned

State

back

Cleveland State 89-81.
Missouri
Also, No. 11

An Unreal College Football
Season Is Still Continuing
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON

AP Sports Writer

the game got tighter, he got
better."

consolation game of the Great
Alaska Shootout; No, 14 Iowa

ball season has been unreal so

State 14-9 last Friday, bows to

far? Consider this: it's still

South Carolina in the Gator

possible

for

the

Bowl...and

Florida

teams

in

last

defeats

sixth -ranked

eight

chick Tournament with a 68-62

Associated Press poll to lose

Oklahoma

Pac-10 champions roared into
a 65-54 lead in the late going.

victory over Penn and No. 19
overwhelmed Col-

before the national champion-

Bowl...and

Syracuse

ship is decided.

loses to

Blume

Ray

another

was

senior who helped the Oregon
State cause in the second half,
scoring 19 points overall.
"They are a truly great
Coach
BYU
team," said

week's

umbia 108-81.
James
points

Al

scored
Wood

16

con-

tributed 15 as North Carolina
beat

Arkansas.
Carter

Howard
points

as

in

the

No.7

State
Orange

Michigan

Washington

in the

Rose Bowl? Would the winner

Worthy

and

Earlier,
19

scored

defeated

LSU

What happens, for instance,
of the Cotton Bowl between
if Southern California beats eighth-ranked
Baylor and
second-ranked Notre Dame
No.9 Alabama be the national
thirdoff
and Florida knocks
champion? Would there be a
ranked Florida State next
national champion?
Saturday and Notre Dame

Frank Arnold."I said it before
and nothing happened tonight

Georgetown 76-67 in the third-

then

to change my mind. They have

place game and Missouri won

disposes

around

turns
of

and

No.1-ranked

All that supposition would
become academic if Georgia,

Hall Says Lack Of
Courage Hurt Cats
talked about courage, as in "a

we wanted to control the tern-

half with a 13-2 run that moved
the Cats to a 39-24 bulge with

his

team's

neardebacle against East Tennessee.
The

top-ranked

Wildcats

seemed befuddled by the Buccaneers' press Saturday night,
although Hall said it shouldn't
have been a factor.
"Their press was two people

"We were reluctant to go to

We missed too many easy
shots and showed that we were

we got the lead, we had a let-

playing under an awful lot of
tension.

the let-up and chipped away at

blems.

-Our shot selection wasn't
that bad; it's just that we
froze. We had so many easy

Kentucky's

panic when we saw it. Had we
attacked it with any courage,
we wouldn't have had any problems."
But the Cats had lots of problems.

A

rout

had

been

predicted, but Kentucky was

shots that we shot airballs. We
were out of our offense most of
the night. That was tension."
Asked if the rebound totals
reflected tension, Hall said:

lead.

It

became apparent that no rout
would take place.
"We had a veteran team
that came back and was not
intimidated and that's as big a
point as anything," Hallihan
the second half, it could have

victory.

They outhustled us and we had
the height."

been over, but we battled back

Sam Bowie scored 15 points
for Kentucky, tying East Ten-

backboard. If you control the

nessee's

in the game.

pace.
"We knew they wanted to
run

that sucker

down

and

shoot it in the hole and get a
hundred points," he said."We
felt we could not run with
them. There's no way. They're

Andre

Motley

for

game honors. Fred Cowan added 12 for the Cats and Derrick Hord 10. Troy Mikell and
Craig Lester scored 10 apiece
for the Bucs.

last

"Everyone said

laugh.

before the

season I'd never make-It-A

( AP)- A
produce
for

Pr;

buildings

the regular season unbeaten
and untied (11-0) as a result of

game. It's okay tifi beat the

employee

Saturday's 38-20 victory over

record, but the most impor-

a casting

Georgia Tech, handles Notre

tant thing

win the

workshop

Dame (9-0-1, with one game

game. It's just like a dream
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sensation Herschel Walker, as

Morehead

usual, the man of the hour. He
rushed for 205 yards - 144 in

Director Sonny Moran has annouced that the official name
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"I thought he got very competitive in the second half

of its men's basketball tournament this month will be the ,
McDonald's Eagle Classic.
The four-team tourney will
be Dec. 5-6 at Wetherby Gym.
Morehead State meets George
Washington
State
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Bucs Coach Jim Hallihan
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combines 220 pounds of power
with 4.5 speed, had an un-

The Bucs took advantage of

lucky to escape with a 62-57

think
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The modest Walker, who

such

basket better and we seemed
to play more alert. But when

standing out there," he said.
to

outside SE
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Walker said he "didn't think
about the record before the

Dorsett in 1973.

"We created our own proWe just seemed

time we came back, and we
did on several occasions, he

create cot
operation

reckon they were wrong" he

on runs of 1,23 and 65 yards in

15:22 to play.

"We certainly played better
the board," Hall said. "I'd
have to coniplirnent East Ten- during that stretch," Hall
nessee in outrebounding us 48- said. "We took the ball to the
38. They did a fine job of
pushing us down the stretch.

Curry. "Every

Bill

"Some

running it

lead and went on to defeat

faster than us, they're bigger
and they're better shooters,so

of," after

Tech's

Georgia Tech with freshman

Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
lack

Georgia

this season," said
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hotels be
the gover

The Bulldogs rolled to a 17-0

Cowan had two baskets as
Kentucky opened the second

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-

.
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the only team to go through

UK Escapes With Win Over East Tennessee
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which took care of No.5 Penn
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And if fourth-ranked Pitt,

Colgate 73-67 in a

routed Northern Illinois 61-47;
No. 17 St. John's won the Lap-

irnmedial

casualtie

when it got hairy," said Coach
Vince Dooley. "It seems when

Georgia in the Sugar Bowl?

scored the last five points of a
14-2 burst as the defending

NHL Standings

35.

basketball

great shooters. It's rare for a
college team to have that
many good shooters."

Fo
Jol

will we

ever get off it shot or ever get a
rebound?' You just wonder
how you can do it.
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Trinity Turns Back Tilghman
31-8 To Take State AAAA Crown
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -

ed

seeing

to

this

type

of

defense

but one thing remains constant in the Kentucky high

tinued. "It's not a cutdown of

school

playoffs

football

we

play," he con-

Football seasons come and go,

them

or

anything, but

spent

17

hours

going

we
over

reign supreme in Class AAAA

films to find out their every
move on offense. We closed

championship games.

their offense effectively."

-teams from Jefferson County

Turnovers killed any hopes

the representative from the
Louisville school system has

that Paducah had of winning
before the estimated 7,500

claimed the crown in their
season -ending title match with

fans. The Tornado lost three
fumbles and had two passes

the state at-large represen-

intercepted by the aggressive

tative.

Trinity defense.

trick

Saturday

night

at

Fairgrounds Stadium when it
blasted

previously unbeaten

edge over state teams in the

ball team.

got

Portale

quarterback
sparked

the

three touchdown passes and a

Russelleville

3-yard scoring run.
"At times he just did what

Class

AA

and

Franklin-

Simpson whipped Conner 16-0
to

successfully

defend

its

Class AAA crown.
"I'm not surprised by the
score," said

Trinity

Coach

Roger Gruneisen, whose team
won its last eight games in
closing

with a

13-1

record.

Paducah finished with a 12-1

mark.
"I don't think

they were us-

offense

with

day at Fairgrounds Stadium.

bin Edged Fort Campbell 16-7

prices good all week!

Remember The 10th!

Tin)

Shamrocks on

in

55;5/239

"We played as hard as we

ship were determined on Friblanked

Laundered and pressed
to perfection

could."
Trinity

Bellevue 16-0 in Class A, Cor-

Class AAAA champions in 1976
and 1977 and Class AAA winners in 1968, 1972 and 1973.

outhit early

They have an excellent foot-

Three other class champion-

The victory was the sixth
football championship for the
Shamrocks, who also were

excuses for the lopsided score.

Jefferson County squads a 6-0

for the Shamrocks.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a m to 6 p
Miele, 753-9525

yards on eight carries.

"They were just better than

"We just

also the third Class AAAA title

cLeaneRs

us," said Paducah Coach Dail
Haley, refusing to make any

Paducah Tilghman 31-8 to give

championship games. It was

DRY

folded or on hangers

For the sixth straight year

Louisville Trinity turned the

one HOUR

he pleased," said Haley of
Portale's performance. "We
got them in their backyard
and element and they didn
what they pleased."
Portale completed 4 of 6
passes for 79 yards and rushed
for 121 yards on 22 carries in a
superb

all-round

Pay By Mail
The Idth of each month is a very important dote to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must
receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their papers from
us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rote. When you don't pay them by
the 10th, they have to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your cornier.
SO. . . paying may moil is a simple way to ovoid getting caught without the right chonge ond you
ovoid the bother of monthly collections.

perfor-

mance.
Paducah's leading ball carrier was senior quarterback
Qiientin Marshall with 61

Ngierray Ledger & Times
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Fourteen More Tremors
Jolt Southern Italy Today
By ROBERT MeCA RINEY
Associated Press Writer
NAPLES, Italy ( API —
Fourteen more tremors jolted
southern Italy during the night
and early today, but hundreds
of earthquake surivors
resisted goverrunent orders to
move.
One man killed himself
rather than leave his dead
sons. A deaf woman stayed in
her shattered cellar seven
days, surviving on biscuits
and tomato sauce.
The tremors were recorded
by the Vesuvius Observatory
apd
the
National
Geodynamics Research Council in Naples, but there was no
immediate report of new
casualties.
Military officials said many
of the homeless in tent camps
insulted soldiers and government workers as they arrived
with buses to transfer them to
hotels being requisitioned by
the government.
"Some sent their children
running in all directions just to
create confusion and delay our
operation," said an official
outside Salerno.
"Nobody really wants to go,

because it would mean leaving
their towns, but the weather is
ugly and maybe people don't
know that it isn't so nice living
in a trailer," Giuseppe
Zamberletti, the government's special commissioner
for the earthquake zone, told
The Associated Press.
Two strong aftershocks
jolted the quake area Sunday,
arousing new fears among the
survivors. But the only casualty reported was a 62-year-old
man who rushed from his
shaking house with two
children and died of a heart attack.
"Ninety-five percent of the
people here still won't sleep in
their houses because they
have cracks and might fall
down in another quake," said
Mario Di Feo of Volturara, a
village east of Naples.
But Dr. Vicenzo Palumbo of
Calabritto said the people
"look with suspicion on the invitation to move to hotels.
They might accept going to
live in other Italian and European cities where there are
other people from their
villages. They would feel less
alone."
With snow, sleet and subfreezing
temperatures
threatening the health of those
in tent camps, Zarnberletti's
office announced that 12,000
beds were available in resort
hotels along the coasts.
The government said it
would pay the hotels their
usual rates, pay for the food
and other living expenses of
the refugees and get them out
by April 30, before the start of
the tourist season.
Interior Ministry officials
said temporary housing would

DOORMAKERS
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
; AP) — A special enterprise to
produce non-standard doors
historical
for Prague's
buildings was established
when an inquiry showed 5,000
such doors needed to be
replaced.
The business has 25
employees and owns a smithy,
a casting plant, a locksmith
workshop and a paint shop. It
can produce 200 atypical doors
annually.

{

Getting settled
made simple.

New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, It's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
14'elcomi, 14 apm
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Inge King 492-8348

Thanksgiving Traffic Toll On
Kentucky Roads Climbs To 10

be built.
The army estimates 265,000
people lost their homes in the
quake Nov. 23 and that shelter
must be provides for 170,000 of
these. About 65,000 are expected to go to relatives or
friends in northern Italy or
foreign countries, and 30,000
are expected to remain in
their towns and villages, getting by as best they can.
More than eight inches of
snow had collected on the rubble of some of the devastated
mountain villages by Sunday
afternoon,
police
said.
Soldiers and firemen in Sant'
Angelo dei Lombardi and
other towns still had not
recovered all of the corpses
buried in the rubble, and the
stench was considerable
despite the cold.

Mr. Charles Logsdon, a senior biology major at Murray
State University, was a guest speaker for the sixth grade
science class at north Calloway Elementary. (From left)
The students holding study skins of game birds are Tony
Regan, Karen Fox, Lori Walker and Tracy Scott.
Photo bs Renee Miller

More Kentuckians Pick
Up College Credits
Through KET Network

The military command in
Naples said 2,915 bodies had
been recovered, 1,574 people
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
were missing and 7,097 were ;More and more Kentuckians
injured. It said no one was are picking up college credits
recovered alive from the ruins through the Kentucky EducaSunday, and rescue workers tion Television network.
feared most of the missing
A KET official says that
were dead.
nearly 600 persons are taking
one of the four courses offered
this semester. KET has
courses in writing, business,
child development and school
discipline over its state-wide
network.
"I have believed for a long
time that higher education
HILTON HEAD, S.C. (AP) courses by television, and our
— Investigators were trying to ability to provide them, were
determine today what caused essential if we're going to be in
two light planes to collide in a position to serve the broader
flight Sunday, killing all five needs of the citizens in this
decade," said Harry Snyder,
aboard the aircrafts.
The planes crashed Sunday the state Council of Higher
near the Island Club resort Education's executive direccomplex, barely missing some tor.
Students enroll in the
youths playing on nearby tencourses through one of 14 colnis courts.
"It looks like something that leges in Kentucky parwent through a meat ticipating in the cooperative
grinder," said
Tommy program among KET, the
Heyward of the Beaufort schools and the state Council
County Emergency Medical on Higher Education.
Dr. Robert Carter, the proService after he surveyed the
gram's coordinator, said KET
'wreckage.
One of the planes, which leases the courses. He said the
carried four people, was a six- estimated production cost for
passenger Piper Cherokee, each course is $250,000.
The state has allocated
piloted by Thomas B.
Reynolds, 39, of Painesville $203,500 this year for the proTownship, Ohio. The other gram.
A survey of students conwas an AeronCa ThChamp,
piloted by David Girimoric-28, ducted last spring revealed
of Hilton Head, who was alone that 94 percent of the students
had already earned some colin the plane.

Investigators To
Determine Cause Of
Light Plane Crash

lege credits, but that 51 percent had not earned a degree.
About 75 percent of the
students responding were
women.
"All of the research shows
that our pool is the same as
anyone else's," said Carter.
"They're primarily white
women in their mid-30s to 40s
who have had some college,
whose children are up and out
of the home, and are now
wondering what to do with
their lives."
Some campus officials have
voiced concern that televised
courses may affect campus
enrollments. Carter said that
is unlikely.
"What we're trying to do is
to reach out to students who
are unable, for whatever the
reason, to come to the campus," he said.
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WE'RE NOT WAITING
FOR NEW YEAR'S DAY
TO OFFER THE
BEST FABRIC
BARGAINS
OF THE YEAR.. .
THEY'RE ON SALE
RIGHT NOW!
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BUMPER-TO-BUMPER SERVICES FOR U.S. CARS,IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS

on you to write

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M. Gla
Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

MAINTAIN
STOPPING DISTANCE

PROTECT
MOVING
PARTS

BRAKE
SERVICE

LUBE
& OIL
CHANGE

needed
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
new front brake pads and grease
seals • Resurface front rotors
• Repack front wheel bearings
• Inspect calipers and hydraulic
system • Add fluid (does not
include rear wheels)
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new
brake lining all 4 wheels • New
front grease seals • Resurface
drums • Repack front bearings
• Inspect hydraulic system • Add
fluid.

POWER STREAK 78

88
Includes up to
live quarts
map, band 10060 Si

it needed
INCLUDING Our 9-point
maintenance check.
• Transmission fluid •
Battery cable • Power
steenng • As Finer • Betts
and hoses • Brake fluid
• Differential level • Bat
tery water level • Tire
pressure
Includes many imPolls asi
light trucks Please call
for appointment
Oil filter extra

7

Just Say 'Charge It'

Cardinal Point Shopping Center

•41/ 31.

,..4Poducali, Ky.

'rerate.ra•••••••••••••••••••...."'"
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Drive It With
Confidence
e all
Blas
cr

PRICE

$30.45
E78-14 $35.70
F78-14 $38.85
G78-14 839.90
H78-14 842.80
G78-15 1142.30
H78-15 844.65
878-13

Plus FP.

and ow tin,.
Si 70
Si 82
$223
$238
52 60
$246
$266

275°
A78-13 biackvsall
PIUS it 55 FET arid olcf tire

Give a Gift Certificate
from Goodyear
Now you can give your friends and loved ones a
whole store-ful to choose from with a Goodyear
Service Stores Gift Certificate' its great for any
gift-giving occasion and good at any Goodyear
Service Store for tires, service appliances. TV and
home audio Just say Charge IV

Goodyear Revolving
Chargé Account

Goodyear Service Store
iss -se-sre•-e,

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...

•12-MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT
ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging
Goodyear will tune your car electronically and present and starting systems • Install new rotor,
you with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good tor one
year from the date of the tune-up ANY TIME WITHIN new spark plugs • Set timing to recomONE YEAR of your tune-up take your invoice and certi- j-pQnded specs • Lubricate and adjust choke
ficate back to the store that performed the tune-up. and • Adjust carburetor
Goodyear will provide, free of charge, up to three separate
analyses
If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any
adjustments or part replacements that were part of the STANDARD IGNITION: Add $4 00 for rer ginal tune-up. Goodyear will make the adjustment or quired points condenser and additional
placement free of charge
labor

•ir papers from
n it pay them by

•

Your successful business could be wiped out in a
single day. How? By losing a large lawsuit not covered by your basic business insurance.
fEtna's Commercial Umbrella Policy is the answer. It provides million dollar liability protection—
and more. And because Commercial Umbrella
coverage applies only when your existing coverage
is exhausted, the cost is surprisingly low.
You can't prevent every loss, but you can prevent
the loss of your business. Give us a call. Well
recommend the Umbrella coverage that's right
for you.

Electronic Ignition Systems Additional parts and services extra it needed

if
‘

lc,,S
'
3

So don't let an accident destroy it.

P8 4688 490

Additipna ,a ix and services extia if

Lmes

Building a
strong business
is no accident.

12-MONTH TUNE-UP

79"

change and you

90 near Monticello in Wayne
County and Mrs. Holland died
in a two-car accident on U.S.
31E at the entrance to Barren
River State Park some 11
miles south of Glasgow.
Timothy Holmes, 63, of
McRoberts died following a
two-vehicle accident at 10
p.m. Wednesday on Kentucky
805 near Cromona in ',etcher
County, state police said. He
died early Thursday morning.

SERVICE STORES

YOUR CHOICE

ur carrier must

London
—Robert L. Davis, 37, of La
Grange, whose auto struck a
guardrail along U.S. 42 about
a mile east of Prospect in
Oldham County.•
Thursday accidents killed
Willie Alma Littrell, 63, of
Albany and Attie Holland, 80,
of Fountain Run, state police
said.
Mrs. Littrell was killed in a
two-car collision on Kentucky

401P-or
G ODpIrEAR

43EAT THE SNOW &ICE
FABRIC SALE!

its

By The Associated Press
The Thanksgiving traffic
toll on Kentucky's roads
climbed to 10 when a 15-yearold boy died in a collision
between an auto and a train
six miles east of Winchester.
State police identified him
as Alfred W. Morton of Winchester and said he was a
passenger in the car which
drove onto the crossing on the
L&E Road. The driver's name
was unavailable, state police
said.
There were eight highway
deaths during the same holiday period last year.
Morton's death Sunday raised the total to 739 for the year
compared with 817 for the
same period in 1979. ,;
James T. Hendricks, 39, of
Nashville, was killed Saturday
evening when his vehicle ran
off Hendricks road five miles
from Oakland in Warren
County.
A two-vehicle accident 6.3
miles north of Mount Vernon
on Interstate 75 early Saturday claimed the lives of Lolan
Redden and his wife Marjorie,
both 67,of Verona,state police
reported.
Also early Saturday a 39year-old Sellersburg, Ind.,
man died of injuries received
when he was struck by a hitand-run car Friday night, according to Louisville police.
Howard R. Pierce was
struck as he was crossing the
1500 block of Seventh Street,
officers said.
.
Victims of accidents Friday,
according to state police,
were:
—Robert Truitt, 39, of London, Ky, killed in a two-car
crash on Kentucky 1956 approximately four miles from

Use any of these 5 other ways to buy Our Own
Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard • \rise • American
F 'press Card • Carte Bran,

S. 12th — Murray
Hrs. 7:306:00 MS

Store Manager
Norman
Hagetiorm

•
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HOME FEDERAL
Offers The REST N.O.W. Account
Program In Western Kentucky

1-1

log EARNS MAXIMUM 5.25% INTEREST COMPOUNDED DAILY
REQUIRES ig) MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE
OR MINIMUM BALANCE
Let one of HOME FEDERAL'S friendly savings counselors explain
the benefits of making HOME FEDERAL your family financial
center, by bringing ALL your checking, savings, and certific
ate
deposits to HOME FEDERAL.

IT ALL

"AT HOME
Where Rainbows Begin"

HOME FEDERAL
N. Mkt

NIMBI.

O
EQUAL HOUSING

it SY S

LENDER

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1201 Main
Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah
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For Kentuckians In Arts And Crafts
1
Honor Rolls Released

For Second Six Weeks
At Elementary Schools
Honor rolls for the second
sixth weeks at North and
Southwest Calloway Elementary Schools have been released.
North fifth graders named
include Carey Alexander,
Greg Black, Angie Bray, Jeff
Durham, Karen Fortner,
Joanna Gibbs, Vicki Grady,
Regina Hicks, Kimberly Higgins, Jennifer Hill, Stephanie
Hill (all A's), Lori Jones,Shay
Mitchell and Stephanie Smee.
Sixth graders at North named were Gwen Bailey, Timmy
Black, Ruth Ann Black, Todd
Bohannon, Jody Burkeen,
Dena Childress (all A's)
Suzanne Coleman, Vena
Crum, Troy Denhardt,
Michelle Hale, Stephanie
Hays (all A's), Melody

Kernell, Jody Lassiter, Jerry
Lowery, Stephanie Lucas,
Natalie McDougal, Rhett Matthews, Amy Miller, Wendy
Parker, Tracy Scott and Shanna Tabers.
Southwest sixth graders on
the honor roll were Andy
Adams, Kerie Atkins, Phillip
Bryan, Sammy ,Bomarito,
Angela Boyle, Jeanne Carroll,
Alan Cothran, Alesia Covey,
Sherrie Davis, Greg Futrell,
Joyce Hardin, Ann Marie
Hoke, Connie Manning, Jeff
Orr, Jessica Raspberry, Kim
Rose, Randy Sons, Malcolm
Taylor and Sherri Tidwell.
Those making all A's were
Michael Anderson, Rhonda
Barrett, Marcia Grimes, Liz
Marquardt, Joey McCallon,
Nita Nute, Jon Poyner and
Stephanie Wuest.

Bloomingdale's Connection To Yield Dividends

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Bloomingdale's connection is expected to yield
dividends for some Kentuckians who deal in arts and
crafts.
Bloomingdale's is a trendsetting New York department
store which has been buying
items for a "Bluegrass" boutique to be held there in April.
The boutique will feature
handcrafted furniture, quilts,
baskets and a number of
housewares.
The showing could set a
trend. State Public Information Commissioner Lois
Mateus said other stores, such
as Shillitos in Ohio and Kentucky,are interested in buying
Kentucky crafts to sell.
"Items that may appear to
be everyday to most Kentuckians re selling as fast as
stores across the country can
stock them," she said. "The

back to basics decor intrigues
interior designers."
She said the Bloomingdale's
project has the potential of
crating new markets for Kentucky's craftsmen while also
calling attention to their quality.
Ms. Mateus said Bloomingdale's still is looking for
items for the boutique, where
the display will last two months. She suggested that craftsmen interested in showing
their wares to Bloomingdale's
contact her.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Bloomingdale's to open the
boutique.
-I originally wanted to open
a store in New York, but that
wasn't feasible," she said. "I
found out thre would have
been warehouse and supply
problems, so I considered the
idea of getting a major department store to promote the
crafts, and Bloomingdale's
was very receptive."
The first lady said she
became interested in Kentucky crafts while campaigning with her husband in the

(1) Check our low rates for careful drivers
—save $15 . . . $25 or more.
(2) Check our broad policy coverage represented by your local independent agent.

.
2
.1
-1 eilLott
The Insurance Center
of Murray
Sycamore-753-8355
901
Prop, y awd Casually insurance,
Transamerica Corporation

Riverside Insurance Company
Hatti,, Creek, Michigan

Mrs. Brown said.
She also is exploring a
market within Kentucky for
crafts.
In this connection, Donald
Wyckhoff, a National Park
Service consultant, said that
such state products ought to
be made more visible in state
park gift shops.
Mrs. Brown has visited
eastern Kentucky in her quest
for crafts opportunities. She
plans to visit western Kentucky next month to check
such operations.

Most Stores Open
Late Nights
'Til Christmas

CHRISTMAS
WINGS

other people a half-mile away
who had been dead for up to
six months. The corpses were
so badly decomposed that
their sex could not be determined.
Howenstein said the killings
were similar to the unsolved
slayings of three women who
were killed over the last 15
months on hiking trails on
Mount Tamalpais, which is
about 20 miles south of Point
Reyes.

as
seen
on TV

Half Price!
High-Efficiency
High Performance
Speaker System

tiac,

Authorities have come up
with a physical description of
the man based on information
provided by a witness to one of
the Mount Tamalpais slayings. He is depicted as being in
his late 20s or early 30s and
dressed in hiking clothes with
a knapsack on his back.
No sexual motive has been
established in any of the killings,said Howenstein. He added that it could not be immediately determined if the
latest victims had been sexually assaulted.

MC-2001 by Realistic'

Save$50

One of the women found at
Point Reyes was identified as
Diana O'Connell, 22, who was
said to be from the "East
Coast." Earlier, she had been
identified as a New Yorker.
The second woman was identified as Shana May, 25, who
police said recently moved to
the San Francisco Bay area
from Troy,Idaho.
According to Howenstein,
the killer shot the two women
Friday to draw attention to
himself after the first two
Point Reyes murders went
undetected.
Y ou too can save o,, auto insurance.

1979 gubernatorial race
"I couldn't believe the quality of work in Kentucky
crafts," she said. "I found the
prices here (in Kentucky)
were considerably lower than
those in New York for similar
itmes of less quality."
She said the Kentucky crafts
combine tradition
with
modern comfort in a warm,informal environment.
"The governor and I have
used Kentucky crafts in our
home at Cave Hill (at Lexington) and we love the look,"

ache thaek

Killer May Have Struck Four Persons
By DAVID EINSTEIN
killed four people whose nude
Associated Press Writer
bodies were found this
POINT REYES STATION, weekend at a seashore park,
Calif. (AP) — A killer who police said.
ritualistically makes his vicAuthorities have tied the
tims plead for their lives man to three other killings
before slaying them may have over the last 15 months and
are worried that what they
believe is his compulsion to
kill may lead him to strike
again.
"He conunits his acts in an
Subscribers who have not
effort to achieve psychological
..received their home-delivered
copy of The Moray Ledger & limes by relief, but the murders will not
5:30 p.m. Monday-Fridoy or by satisfy him and the problem
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged will get worse," Mann County
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. Sheriff Al Howenstein said
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or Sunday. "Without question,
this individual is capable of
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sakrdays.
A circulation department em- striking again."
ployee is on duty during these
Authorities found four
time periods to insure delivery bodies on Saturday near a hikof your newspaper. Calls must ing trail at Point Reyes Nabe placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or- tional Seashore,30 miles north
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee of San Francisco. They hail
delivery.
been looking for two women
The regular business office who disappeared Friday durTimesof
The
Murray
ledger
&
hours
ing separate hiking trips at
-are 8 a.m. Is 5 p.m., Monday Point Reyes, and they also
through Friday and 8 a.m to nook
came upon the bodies of two
Saturdays.

She said the department
store mainly is interested in
handcrafted furniture and
other items that would fall into
the housewares category with
a traditional or country look.
David Long, me of the
store's buyers and a
Shelbyville native, said his
colleagues were impressed
with the products they inspected at workshops around
Kentucky.
Phyllis Brown, wife of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., was instrumental in persuading

Reg. 99.95 Each
CHARGE IT
(MOST S TORES)
A great Christmas buy on a speaker with great looks
and thrilling sound The long-throw 8',-woofer is
acoustically linked to a tuned-port for kej2. well-defined
bass. And its 2'." wide-dispersion tweetef gwes clear,
/
2x13x81/."
dramatic highs. Genuine walnut veneer 221
deep. Give a pair for superb stereo! 440-1987

Officials said the March
murder of Barbara Schwartz
on Mount Tamalpais was
witnessed by a woman whose
name was not released. They
said the witness was drawn to
the scene by loud voices.
Miss Schwartz's voice was
angry at first, according to the
witness, but turned to cries for
help. The witness ran after
seeing a man strike Miss
Schwartz with a flashing instrument, police said.
Two of the Mount Tamalpais
victims — Edda Kane of Mill
Valley and Anne Alderson of
San Rafael — were shot in the
head, and Ms. Kane's body,
like the bodies of the latest victims, was found nude.
Miss Schwartz, who was
stabbed to death, was also
from Mill Valley.

Chronomatic'-213 by Realistic

Wake to buzzer or radio' Big 09' high clock display can
be read from anywhere in the room Clock features snooze
control and sleep switch Radio has 3." speaker, AFC
on FM. earphone lack Hurry,and save S10 071 412-1520
ISMOV

Action-Packed Electronic
Football and Baseball!

as
seen
,on rv

Your Choice

'1 Save
$10

HEARING AID ANALYSIS

Cornpaterized
Games for One
Or Two Players
Reg. 39.95 Each
Batteries extra

Championship Football.
Four quarters of
computerized fun'
Separate kick, pass and
run Conlrols.— normar
and "pro" speeds. Action
sound 460-2156

If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
•FREE HEARING TESTS
SHEARING AID ANALYSIS
*CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
'DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

Championship
Baseball. Surprise
your opponent with
slow or fast balls, left or
right curves, even
change-ups' Time your
swing by following
path of ball Action
sound 060-2157

Sale! Low-Noise Recording
Cassette Tapes By Realistic
EC-269 by Radio Shack

Rea
22 95

Se* yaw doctor fist...

35

Save $8 00 on this pocket
calculator that handles lengthy
financial and arithmetic
problems easily 4-key memory.
t165c-en
,d square root keys
Per
67t6an
Includes battery and carry case

Then visit es for professional service!

(s'idiy-Lemic co

Save 25%
140 1194
60 Minute

Reg. 1.89

90 Minute

Reg. 239

Be ready to record holiday fun
No limit—so buy now and save'
444-602/603

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Mack Store or Dealer Nearest You •
Olympic Plaza, Murray
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORtS

206S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055
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1. Legal Notice

2-.11fice

the Bank ut Murray Murray
KY has tiled an application
with the Federal Deposit In
surance Corporation . on
17
1980 to
November
establish a Remote Service
Facility at 803 Poplar St Murray KY 42071 Any person
wishing to comment on this ap
plication may file his or her
comments in writing with the
Regional Ottice at One Nation
wide Plaza. Suite 2600 Columbus Ohio 43215 It any person
desires lo otOtest the panting
of this application he or she
has the right to do so it he or
she Nes a wutten.notii:e_ at hts.
or her nteaLwith the Regional
Director_ by December 16.
1980 [he noncontrdential potrues or this application are on
file in the Regional Office as
Part of the public file Inaintanned by the Corporatioe This
rile Is available tor pont
7,1)'Thii 1TJi;:10,

Bible FaLts lice stole
needy 759 4600

A speciality at:

1111111111111111111111111111111lllllllll 1

Acceptable

Giving

759-4444

Children's

Santa Direct! A letter trom San
tal Send $1 dollar with child.
name and address to P 0 Bo
,11!

STARKS
HARDWARE AI

house
do
Will
cleaning. Call 753for
Ask
0193.
Brenda.

lo

IT IT ft0

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

6 State Abbr
7 Japanese
measure
8 Hardwood
tree
•
9 Escape
10 Cylindrical
11 :Tic
13 Sound
'16 Father
19 Mephistopheles
21 Nobleman
22 Vapor
25 banger
27 Fragment
30 GastrcipOd
mollusk
32 Narrates
34 In addition
36 Appointments
37 Glossy pa lit
38 Pack away
1

DOWN
.1 Grumble
2 Prepositron
3 Succor
4 Shortly
5 Handle

A

CCI

L E

000 0000 UV
U 0000 0012
DO 0000 DUO
DOC MOO 00
0000 00MU 0
12100013 000130
A O 0000 00013
BO MUD MU
000 UMW CU
UOU OMOU 0
00 UMW 0013
I DES

RR

40 Ablution
41 Remain erect
44 Walks
47 Eat
49 Ooze
52 Male sheep
6

'

ALE

16. Hoine
17. Vactrum Cleaner,
18. St,volg !hollows
19. Ii,in l'quipment
20. Spoils Lquipmen:
21. Monuments
22. Mumcal
23. illeriumatirtg
24. Wscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. IV Radio
27.. totoOile *Note Sates.
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Fdrrns f or Rent
!Rent Or lease
36.
37. Liestock,Supplies
38. Pets Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
fioduce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real.Estate
44. lots For Sate
45. Farms For Same
46. Homes for Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Serrates •
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column.
57. Wanted

20

.24

25

32

31

30
34

33

51

1014,

35
39

36 37

43

42

45

44
4

47
52

29

27

211

Christmas
Special

23

21 22

SO
SS

53
59

se

Kimball Piano
or Organ

$995.00

Thurman's
Furniture
208 E Main
Murray Ky 42071

92

ADDRESSING YOUR
CHRISTMAS CARDS klUkl,
'
BIG BROTHER

Your Choice Of
A New

ONLY

is

care

Needhne 753 6.133

4. In Memory
In Memory ot
Benne Norsworthy who lett US
so suddenly February 10, 1979
He would have been 71 today
If he could have left us words
of comfort I believe it would
have been something like this.
When I Must Leave You
When I frost leave you for a lit
'tle while
Please do not grieve and shed
wild tears
And hug your sorrow to you
through the years
But start out bravely with a
gallant smile,
And for my sake
And in my name
Live on and do
All things the same.
Feed not your loneliness on
empty days
But fill each waking hour in
useful ways
Reach out your hand in comfort and in cheer
And I in turn will comfort you
And hold you near.
And never- never be afraid to
die,
For I am waiting for you in the
sky!

10. Bus. Opportunity

FORMER DIAMOND DIRECT
DISTRIBUTORS aaiting a more
realistic and profitable
business Phonic.502-965 2896
or write D & S Associates, RI
10. Marion. KY 42064
Have a highly profitable, nontranchssed, lean and Sportswear Shop of your own
Featuring over 100 brands Levi, Vanderbilt. Klein.
Sedgefield, Brittania, many
more $16,500 includes inventory, in-shop traininc, installed
fixtures and Grand Opening.
Open within 15 days. Call Mr
Summers at Pacesetter
Fashions(214)937-6442

WdAlef
II KO t 1111101e0
dryer air conditioned under
pinning and storm straps
Good cnndition 474 2342

14. Want To Buy
10 Acres or less of timbered
land in Calloway County. horn
an individual owner. no realtors
please. Write Box 10408, Murray, KY.

THAT'S A
6000 IDEA

28. Mob. Home Rents
Fon rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray No pets. 489
2611
Two bedroom trailer: Pr miles
on 641 South. $150 and
deposit /534699
two bedroom, IMO, on large
private lot. only 3 miles from
Murray. No pets. Call 753-6283
after 5 pm.
12x60 Mobile home tor rent
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court 'Murray Drive In
Theatre entrance
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished good condi
lion from $145 Call 753
8964

Want to buy • 'Used mobile
home, any size. 527-1362.
Want to y Bicycle exerciser.
Please c I 753-0806 after 4
F71,1.1_ ,t
Wan/le
:
buy: Standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres- and up. 7535592

411:1TITZIVirSTITTIVIZTIVV1317174

Boots_

1977 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, 37.000 miles. camper
special. 411 Read end, 454
engine. p.s., ac . cruise control. AM-FM radio and topper.
Sharp! 1966 Karmann Ghia
V W sharp! 2 horse trailer,
good condition. 7 year old
gelding registered walking and
6
racking with papers, Call 753-

Wanted Dependable babysit- Antique day bed. Best offer,
ter. References required Call Call 753-6232.
759-4663 after 5 pm.
Matching mahogany chest and
7. Storage Bldgs.
full size bed. Bed has large
Built
portable post and bookcase headboard
Custom
Also mattress and springs. Call
buildings. Call 753-0984.
753-3376 after 5 pm.
9. Situation Wanted
Portable dishwasher. $50 753
Legal secretary' with 15 years 3704,,
experience wants part time
work Types 90 wpm. shor- White electric stove, lounge
thand 120 wpm. Accurate, chair: bar stool. Ca11.753-3560.
dependable. efficient Call'White Broyhill bedroom suite
753-1301.
Twin beds, mattress box, sprNeed a place to leave the kids ings, dressing table with chair,
during the holiday rush or chest with bookcase top. Like
while you work? Call 753-7694 new. 753-3908i
or 753-2282.
20. Sports Equipment
Will do sewing, alterations and The Pistol People: Invest in a
babysitting for 1 child between feeling of security, largest
1-4 Call 753-0952.
variety. .lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store. 9
00 ,?OUR CFIRI5TMA5
miles west of Hopkinsville 'unc5M1W6IN6 EARLY!
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914

( You RE TOO
LIBRARY
QUIET

NOISY--

LEAVE

WHAT I'M WRITING IS MY
AUTOBIOGRAPHY--DON'T THINK I'M NOT
GCiNG TO INCLUDE
THIS

YOU'RE
MEAN
TO US
KIDS

S. Exterminating
Alt BUGS CALL

A MAN 15
NOT OBLIGATED
TO RUSH TO
HIS DOOM

'2-r

YES,BuT IT DOESN'T WRITE

YOU SAID IT WAS
GUARANTEED TO WRITE
UNDER
WATER

ANYWHERE

ELSE ,

11i4
e

.30
140,. 1 wiLd. HELP
WHAT HAPPENEt2

TWO YOUNG N1EN.,IN
LOi NCLOTHe ONLY,,,
NATIVE 10 THIS PLACE„
ATTACKED Me...

26. TV-Radio
Philo 19" color t.v. with
stand. $125. Good condition
Call 435-4543
27. Mobile Home Sales
1977.. Windsor 1470. 2
bedroom. unfurnished, on
setup .on two lots lake over
payments,of $187.00 per month Call collect 615-645-2700.
evenings 615-645-5497.

$i

1
2 Mason Jars

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1981

•

Group of Ball Mason

Jars
G aoursof

00
g

/
1
2 Gal. Canning Jars

va Christmas Club 1.00, )

/24

$coo

(Collectors Items)

g
3 Home Stereo Component 8 Track

$300o di
Tape Decks
Depression Glass

Member F.D.I.C.

30. Business Rental
Mint
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

OLYMPIC PLAZA

34. Houses For Rent

41. Public Sale

Partially furnished 2 bedroom
house_ North 6th, No pets_
Deposit and lease required
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm,
three bedroom house. 4 miles
out on 94 West. Southwest
Elementary School distnct No
pets. $225 per month Call
753-4406 before 5 pm
a

•

40.
1.•

JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom Stripping

43. Real Estate

rot,
Only

('

§

and
and

Repairing

s

Refinishing. Custom
and Wood.,
Cabinets
working. No dipping.
Hwy. 641 South

S

492-8850

We Buy
And Sell

Country Living lust minutes
from town! Be ready to move
right into this immaculate 3
bedroom, 2 bath, ranch house.
featuring 4 acres of lendable
land. Just some of the extras
besides good neighbors are a
breakfast bar, ceramic tile
bath. extra large closets, and
much more! This one won't last
long! Hurray and call Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates. 753
7124,

If74

654900

Lay-Away Now!

Town & Country
0;
Yamaha
VISA

I AID* East On Hwy.94
-OPEN MONDAY'S
753-3018

iC

•
Low cos
won't la
bons, inf
$22,500
family. C
753-149;
this 10 7
read nigh
year tern
help yot
lobs. Re

Par

43. Real Estate

EL

29 Ac
bedro
home
Grove
bedro
home
for on

$100055

Cameras

Bank of
Gold and Silver
Murray
Pawn Shop
)„.
,---=--- i,isravvirmaTua

SMUT NEWT,INC.
soc• 1100•...win No
AAA., Ale, Ad 144.1
FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Listings needed? Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
"Free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY
IA I. EtAA BALA
i2 r 2 C•14•AA11.1.
Army, Ey.

753-0186

•
WHY RENT?
This home presently
consists of two apartments but could be
easily converted back
to one family dwelling.
There is a separate I
garage and large
garden area. Ideal investment property at
$16,000. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty
for full time real
estate service.
EVERYTHING
YOU'VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR!
Over 2000 square feet
of living area on a tree
shadectlot. This home
has a large cedar
paneled family room
with a wood burning
fireplace, lots of
cabinets and is close to
a shopping center in
quiet neighborhood.
House is surrounded
by other quality-built
homes. Al! this plus 3
bedrooms, and 2
baths. Mid $60's. A
new listing through
Kopperud Realty.

Me

o
0
Ske....- r

f, ................,
Alyhoo

32. Apts.lor Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Call 753-4109.
One bedroom apartment. $90:
2 bedroom apartment. $110
per month, Water, stove,
refrigerator furnished, at Lynn
Grove. Phone 753-7874. Kenton Miller.

34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom house, It, miles
on- 641 South, $200 and
deposit. 753-4699.
Nice, large, clean house, in,
sulated, storm doors and win
dows. built-in cabinets, city
water, electric heat, garage
large garden, near Murray
Two bedroom apartment, References and deposit re
redecorated, adults. no pets. quired. Couple. No pets. $175
Lease and deposit. Call 753- 753-5593
9208 after 4 pm.
3-7Aliestock-Supp1ies

Firewood for sale, oak and
hickory. $25 a rick. Also light
hauling. Dial 753-5857.
King automatic wood heater,
brick lined. cast iron grates
and doors, lift off cook surface ; 33. Rooms for Rent
top, model 8802B. $259.99. Girls room' for rent, one block
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
from University Call 753-1812
Wood for sale, seasoned or or 759-4909.
green. 436-2758.
25. Business Services 34. Houses For Rent
Santa suit rentals. 759-4073.

$300

Milk Bottles
Group of Antique Ball

Phone 753.3914

Firewood 18--24" seasoned.
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick. delivered Call 753-8536.
Firewood, oak and hickory. 18''
or 24'' Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327 or 489-2853.

$950

Group of Antique I Quart

14

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

24.-Mikellaneous

of

Tape Players

:
IT'S A REPORT ON
YOLIR BIG GOOF-OP
TODAY!

Group

21

$1000

Straight Razors
di

22. Musical
Organ. Lowery electronic console type, full rhythm and base
Built-in tape deck Call 4362432
Spinet-Console piano for sale
Wanted Responsible party to
take over Spinet piano. Easy
terms Can be seen locally
Write Credit Manager. PD
Box 357 Carlyle. 11 62231

For Every Activity Under The Sun

of

Select Group

15. Articles FoiSge

FOR SALE
Texas Oil Company needs
Local Children's
mature person for short trips
retail store. For fursurrounding Murray Contact
ther information
customers. We train Write T G
Dick, , Pres. Southwestern
write P.O. Box 230,
Petroelum Ft. Worth, TX
Murray, Kentucky.
76101.
Wanted: Bass player for local Wood stove with blower by Marsouthern rock band Serious tie Industries. $175 or best ofonly. Call 759-1061 or 753- fer. Phone 753-5206.
6347.
16. Home Furnishings

4
19

best

411110

27. Mobile Home Sales

6. Help Wanted

9 --tr-701.1

tz

15

do

Lost Passtiort. Reward offered!
767-2986.
Lost- Basset Hound. Reward offered! Call 436-5838.
Lost
Passport. number
2018204. from citizen of -Iran,
Please call 767-4789

54 In favor of
57 Preposition
58 Printer s
measure
60 Zeus'S
beloved

7

i..

5. Lost and Found

12

11

46
.

Aoss4er to haturdax s Puzzle

4

2

limiting

14. Want to Any
IS. Articles Fin, Sale

likraa 6441 Wrapping Is A
ASpeclelty Al

ACP,'
1 Bak,
6 Transplant
1 1 Elder
-1-2-Pentecieways
r4 Pianissrmo
-labbr
15 Performs
17 Demigod
18 Three-toed
sloths
20 Brads
23 Lamprey -24 Ginger 26 Jogs
• 28 Scale core
29 Apportions
31 Built
33 Buffalo of
India
35 Challenge
36 Negations
39 Shaded
walks.
42 Article
43 Rosters
45 Consprrac,
• 48 Youngster
• 48-Plunders
• 50 As wotten
-Mali
51 Arab cruel
..53 Cry
55 Preposition
56_Lawmaking
body
•
59 Term
61 Citrus fruit
62 Golf club

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

the Apple Tree School flow has
help
openings for 2 year old that *di
children A limited number of tire classtGatton V.111 me
opeornis are also available tor
Legal Notice -- elarkiren
35 TM-2. Nottcr
I ransportation provided to and .3. Card ot
school 4. In Memo'',
trom
public
lii trngartenprrrgidrfls- for In- •5: tont led vurururd
formation about quality child 6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
care phone 753-9356 days. O. Bur Oppoitinutv
753,1566 nights : or visit the- II. 111,6 uction,
Nally at 1503 Stadium View 12. Insurance
13. fir Sale tri trade
ft

FACT

M

Will do baby sitting
in my home in Hazel
area. Call 4 9 2 85 1 5.

753 8298

304 Morn

rr A-4
ITSA

-111

2 Notice

What

CARTER STUDIO

Bible Story • 759-4445

12th & Poplar
'53-t227

A..

2. Notice

Copying of old photos:

2. Notice

or

I I CIO- FOR RESUIJS

II

tor lite

11 1111111111 111111111111

III II

PAGE 1

REE MAR ARABIANS 753
6126.

38. Pets-Supplies
Basset Hound, registered
$125, unregistered. $75 From
hunting stock. Long ears and
for
Farm house. near city, limits. sad faces. Will hold
garden, spring water, wood Christmas. 753-0672.
stove. $200 monthly, 753- Dog obedience classes. AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
8096.
Call
Four bedroom house. North 7th Austrailian cattle dogs.
Street, electric wall heaters 436-2858.
kitchen. range, large garden For sale: AKC registered Old
area Deposit required $175 English Sheep puppies Call
Call 153-5561.
753-2792.
Nice 3,bedroom. 2 bath lake Minature Pekingese female
home. waterfront lot, big dog, registered. Would make
fireplace Coleman Real Estate., airy child a good pet Call 751
753-989801 435-4349
4)164.

wurm atua tuipatil missw.
Good for your system

K
PC

•7"7-.1

gm
-

-

a vs

j

SD 1000 TWO-SPEED FRONT
LOAD
CASSETTE DECK
Two-Speed Operation • Dolby'
Noise Reduction System •
Extended

SEI

P
64
K
Pc
fiz
li;
K
lig

Range Num.-rated VU Meters•
Super Hard Permalloy Head • Tape Counter •
Bias and CO Settings for
Normal, CiO, and FeCr Tape•
Damped Vertical-Load Cas•
sett. Door • Front Panel Mc lnpul
and Headphone Jacks •
Total Mechanism Shutoff•
Component Size Rack Adaptable

-Limited SupplyReg.
$235.00

$17500
Sunset Boulevard
ee,-‘

Music
DIN leland

Center(Roar)
Chestnut St. Merrier 753-0113

1RECORDS-TAPES-STEREOS

111ZWIZIrtiirlriTIZIZIZIZITTiltt
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43. Real Estate

Furches Jewelry
Murray, Ky. 753-2835

$950

- 43. Real Estate

: Mr. Executive...lf you were ever
29 Acre farm with 3
• to believe an advertisement,
bedroom .ranch style
believe this one! This handhome, west of Lynn
some tri-level is brick and wood
Grove. Additional 2
withwrought iron fenced court
bedroom, 8 year old
yard. Now picture this home
home on same farm
setting amongst dozens- of tall
for only $19,900.beautiful trees with a gorgeous

$300

$500

$10°!,,
$300?

753-141111
•
RIAI ISIAH
MIRO.* te•WEITTY MANAGEMENT

liver
)13

a

WITIrTt

eal Estate
wiciND
753-1222

YOU'LL FEEL
AT HOME
When you first walk
in! There's a warm,
cozy atmosphere in
this extra nice roomy,
modern
home.
Separate large paneled den, big kitchen
plus built-ins, dinette,
P a baths, and central
heat and air. 3-4 acre
lot only 2ks mi. from
town. Affordable at

South 1 2th at Sycamore
Telephone 753 1651
P0 am 361

One lot. Marshall
$2000 437-4760.

i
I

1709

SEEKERS!!

College

Farm

Rd., 3 B. R., By.,carport, storage bldg.
Ideally located in good
neighborhood, near
M.S.U., dishwasher,
compactor, exhaust
fan, draperies included. Large fenced
backyard, almost new
carpeting, inlaid. Insulated to T.V.A. stan-

IR

dards

Owners

Murray.

left

Reduced

to

sell at $39,900.00.
1.1=111MTIMIMP-4

753-8080

*
*

lewn• Rohm
AWN,*Mord

*
*

*
•
*
*
*
•
*

PADUCAH LUMBER COMPANY
*00 Mae* Eth Mrs., Pedroaph. ReonmIty
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4, 10 A.M.
REAL ESTATE AND ALL BUILDING MATERIALS
COMPLETE LIQUIDATION AT AUCTION
11/11 CITE 510(0 05 PRINI RIAI ESTATE
locOted on North 9th Boyd Street Rath 11th Street ond honey Street ell) 6 bcooldangs 00
spronMerml On the corner of 9th ond Boyd 0 two story 35 000 souote foot boddanq liolkood
Mor through Me property Zoned MI Property ,,ideally located in Downtown Porfor (14.0f no
aoe

o on...noon center ond NM to Madsen across the Ohm Rover onto Illonos

HELPED TO MOIST a BRIT BIOME RIGAROUSS Of PRICE
Saes, IS% day e1 sole. bine* wN6 deed

A
A10905 THREE QUARTER MILLION BOARD OFT Of ill* BUILDING MATER IA

LOAD

WALNUT
DROP SIDING
CEDAR
PLYWOOD
SPF
DOUGLAS FIR
2x10's
GUM
TIN
SPRUCE
HEM-FIR
FLOORING
CHERRY
2x4's
YELLOW PINE
2x8's
MAPLE
WIRE
2,12s
REDWOOD
S45
FIR AND LARCH MAHOGANY INSULATION PANELING
2k6.4
WESTERN PINE
CYPRESS
RED OAK
ROOFING

Reduction Sysie.
•Super Hard MPH...

.0 SellIFIQN for

I Vertical-Load Cos
Headphone Jacks •
Size Rack Adaptable

F500

Ply

SOME Of THE FINEST IUMBIll AVADMIll IN THIS INVINTORY PADUCAH [LIMBOS COMPANY IS
IONOWN fl311 ITS MITIVIORIt AND QUALITY LUMBER
P3lfS AND POSTS 7 TO 6
15 TONG TO 35 TONG IS 000 PROS

Estates. Over 3000 sq.
ft. of living area in this
roomy family home.
Living room, large
kitchen, den
eat-in
with fireplace, 19'x17'
game room, storage
galore, and large concrete backyard patio
for those summer
cookouts. Offered well
below placement cost.

perud

Realty for Real
Real
in
Service

DELIVERY TRUCK -- SAWS - SHARPERS

PLANER

COMPUTE 1.01UIDATION AT AUCTION
MARE YOUR PLANS EARLY
INSPECTION
DECEMBER 2n4 and led
Cosh Cashier s Check, Letter of Credit on all inventory day of sale

ilevard
Music

on

your

investment.
$64,000.•

ii Center(R•ar)

Priced

Merrily 753-0113

Located at corner of
Chestnut
and
4th

a

of las

.
1 •.
R

r
g

Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

Streets.
ORR POO. at ‘....14111 • 4,11 tonnes.. 9.21,.. moo
•tiort• NH • Memo.. I.nneasew NI ir • TIOHMI tow

-

ma,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Garrison, C

18
18

1=411t3E1
-40

oet

Sunset Boulevard Music 1,`i,
Records-Japes-Stereos

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
and

Work.

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR &
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-2853.

Vinyl

Custom

Trim

References.
Day

or

Night.
WELCOME TO..,
6-0z. Lobster Tail

Surf 8, Turf...$14.95
6-or. Tender uu Filet

10 or. Chopped Sirloin

10

$5.95

Seasoned so.dh NH a Inuo h ol noncom& •pac,

8 oz. Rib Ere
smAil to ,1,1' BR. on quake.
10 or. Kansas
(its Strip
tooled loo ova, oaa nolo t.,,n
ho,. Queen Ea,I

Twin Lakes Office
Products, Inc.

$8.95

54995.00
$0.95

ho,. Lobster Tail
you..
f6 o.T-Bone
kir,man ,ited
80,. filet Mignon

314 Maio Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
"753-0123

1980 Pontiac Songbird 13,000 miles,
local one owner, 4 speed, or conditioner ..

$7.95

$9.50
$9.95

PURDOM

S9.99'

oh it,,. wool shoe e 1091 lender,

12 oz. New Yoh Strip

$9.95

Olds.Poomec,Tadlisc

817.95

,Sirloimfor Two

'Satisfied'
Csrstamers Are Our
Main Concern -

Bet I novel fon I en m ets As I he I nmmon,

46. Homes For Sale

Our Famous Salad Bat

49. Used Cars

Extra neat 2 bedroom older 1972 Plymouth Duster, slant 6,
home in very good condition, 2-door, new front seat. Asking
double lot with trailer hook-.up, $900. Call 753-0193 after
nice
neighborhood
within 4:30.
Puryear city limits. Possible
owner financing to qualified
buyer. $16,500. Call 901-247-

1976 Plymouth Fury Salon,
318 engine. good gas mileage,
runs good, looks good, good
tires, vinyl top, velure interior.

If you like Spaghetti youll love

V6, 24 to 26 mpg, 10,000
miles, 3 month warranty. Excellent condition. Listed for
$9600, asking $7600. 4742327 after 4 pm.

The Best Hamburger in Town

$2.50

Crunch

Hool

$3.50

fln ark cl Annetta. c beton I. ak trre• Jec cad Orem.
..o.
.

French Dip

$3.50

Hod Romt II et on oven In

oof. Mead Hen do ak Ina •anti An 4d Inman
ALL DRINKS 40
Not c herec tor 14I•1I•••dh 1114 el• 14 •4 4 1,1 mad
,IIIPINII,I/Il,(11 NI 11o0 1,11,1)
1n

.
• HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
•
•

225 L. P. Miller St.

*

Across From Community Center

*

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
:30
:
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 830-12
753-3685

*

*
•
*

*
*

eine a nt'
i
I 2Ih 6S 0

hestnut - o I 1114

•
*

.

1

Courier,
$2150,
1976
guaranteed. 753-3704.

Dial-Ai-Service

1973 International 1600 truck,
air-conditioned, power steering, radio, 14' bed, $3500.
753-8061.

(Clip Th's Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference

'

53. Services Offered •

Leather Repair &
Custom Work

Custom made cabinets, music
centers, book cases, hutches.

Painting - Paperhanging .
Free
maintenance.
General
estimates. 759:1987

In
III'
ormarftpa
t •Western Hats
• *Western Clothes
*Hatbands
All Insulated Boots
On Sale
Illt

t

lull

3

Fire
911
Robinson 8, Day
Painting
Contractors
753-5292
FALL SPECIAL
10% OFF
All Point
And labor
With This

Clothing, Saddles, Harness,
Purses & Billfolds

753-9736
Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

Experienced OvOlity Work
Very Reasonable PriC et

Vernon
'
s

:Western Store:
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.-(502)753-9885
qo

It

"We Dress People and Horses"
Shoe & Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services

"Boots & Shoes For Every
Activity Under The Sun"

int

1

$4.75

non. quarto pound Id beet on pop,•red bun ION dreed.r1 n
tn, I hon.,added al nos lad upon nonce.

Reasonable. 436-2566.
For sale: 1973 Audi, red: good
condition, $1200.. Call 7539291.

Mapes+ Main- 753.5315

Real Ilaloan Spaehelle A Meal Sauce lowed noth ''0'", Qt,ial Gaon.,
nroopareal loom an old token Fanner on lontoo.• ono to. o our %al.' ha, and a Inai
aro troa•lo °Han baked bread
fOR tttt NOT SO HUNGRY

50. Used Trucks

Buick
Regal, sport
1973
wheels $995. Call 753-9710.
Supreme
Cutlass
1980
Brougham, black with gold landau top. Loaded with options.

$3.50

A meal on awl snuff tondo. a true &ARM tOne lame thnoutch not, Memel
Dr,.• H.Ho• onls dor tone.1 on La (5,,,,' god out tresh dad, loon
done., nod eueonlend on edt well done Hedlo•

anturs
CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM

Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish
& Shrubs

It!

411

int

MAGIC HAT
"Chimney Swooping
in the fin* old
tradition"
Besinost 436-2731

KELLEY'S TERMITE
& PEST CONTROL
100S. 13thSt.

•CIISTOM BURT FIIRRITURI
•CUSTOM MIT SMOTE*
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Of&
Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air

"••• 6

m Midnight

7 Da vs A Week

Murray, Ky

753-3914

Police
911

WOODWORKING

Inspection

into

several units. Buy thist
and get a good return
on

Clifford

69

FREE

80x200 lot. Could be
utilized as one rental
divided

•MMNINWN
0
_.__

18

Termite

PROPERTY

unit or

•

753-5429.

Estate.
INVESTMENT
building

P

i;

Reduced to $74,900.
Phone 753-1222, Kop-

36x187
MACHINERY

Canterbury

P
jg
il mm
ll
at_

a

* 47. Motorcycles,

in

753-6763
ost wsiwwwwwysitivotrcorcortil.Q...

f

Two bedroom brick house near $1290. Call 489-2595.
753-1146
Terry Sherneelor Ronctl••••• • University. All
new interior. 1979 Red Trans Am, excellent
vcs• Shown by _appointment. 75.3,S3-93141
condition,
T-top,
loaded,
* 3942.
$6000. Call 753-0523 after 5
Murray-Calloway *
Pm.
County Realty
*.
1974 VW Dasher, red, 2-door,
(502)753-11146
* 1980 Yamaha YZ 250 dirt bike,
4-speed, excellent gas mileage.
304N. 12th St.
74
; $1000. Call 492-8930.
$1050. Phone 1-354-6644.
Murray, Ply. 42071
*

home

753-

;
Fire damaged restoration Cant
Professional
sheet
rock 442-6677 or 527-1908.
i
P
finishing. carpentry. roofing,
painting, also Fermi... Call(502) Fence sales at Sears now. Call/
Sears.
753-2310 for
free
1-354-8565 after 6 pm
estimate for your needs.
Reynolds aluminum products,
a
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call Guttering by Sears, Sears con(t
tmous gutters installed per
753.0689. I
1977 Ford Pinto Hatchback
your specifications. Call Sears
m-31 Personal stem
,by Pioneer. Stereo
air, automatic transmission, Stop! For all your repair needs,
FM/AM ;
753-2310 tor tree estimate
19.000 miles. one owner, ex- roofing, carpentry, plumbing
cassette recorder featuring Pioneer loaded deck_
ii
?
cellent
condition. A
real and electrical work, look no Insulation blown in by Sears;Programmable repeat, Song-finder, Edit switch,
so
bargain, $7595. Call 753-3720, more! Call 753-9226
save on these high heating and p Memory switch, LED-record, power and repeat
or 753% indicators,002 capability, One touch recording. a
1969 MGC-GT, 6 cylinder. Call 9623. We'll do your job large or cooling bills Call Sears. 753.$
4/
3
4
"two-way speakers and 3-way power capability.
small. All work done to your 2310 for free estimate.
753-0379 ask for Bob.
satisfaction.
K 8. K Stump Removal. Do you i,C
Thinking of remodeling your need stumps removed from
house? We do it all! Hawley your yard or land cleared of;Dixieland Center (Rear) Chestnut St. Murray 75 3-0 1 1 3 i
carT --TEITTDVe
1uiill35'
Rory, 47E-8120.
stumps up to 24 below the
Wet basement? We make- wet _ gjound. leiiing only sawdust
basements try. work-co-mplete:- and 'Chips. Call for
free
ly guarenteed. tan -or writeestimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
Morgan
Construction
Co.. or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night, Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
1-442-7026.
a-nd repairs. Call 753-7203

753-0689

*

YOUR LIFE
With this 5 bedroom

A DIVISION OF HEIRS
SELLING TO HIGHEST AND BEST BIDDERS REGARDLESS OF PRICE

estimates

53. Services Offered

Aluminum

1 SI-2401

753-1222

care

PIONEER

1974 Cutlass Couple Devine,
damage bumper right fender
and door. $1500. Also 1966
Mustang.
6
cylinder,
alu
8t2o1niatic, $900. Call 753-

Siding,

*
* 3328.

.
zeA4:211)

0

-STEREOS

49. Used Cars

Also Many Other Gift Items

4,3:- I 410
3-SITS

Income property. $315.00 per
month.
Small. apartment
building, fully rented. For sale
by owner. Low $20's. Call 753-

tree

iveways and parking areas f
agree white
rocked and graded, Free

"According to my mail, the people
County ivith
me two to one."

il************t, 49. Used Cars

111.116..

professional
8536

Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, • free p
estimates. Charles Barnett. t
753-5476.

I

)mevw-\
Attache Cases
&
Brief Cases

* Super constructed 2 story *
* home with all the luxuries in *
* cluding central heat and air *
* and Fisher wood burning *
* store. Located on KY Lake *
* with it's awn canal and boat I
* dock with year round deep Z
* water. You must see this one I *

ESTATE AUCTION
14

753 8298 e

Wstw

bedroom
Three
brick with lots of
extras on wooded
lot, 8 miles west of
Murray. Owner will
Contact
finance.
for
atowner
interest
tractive
rate, 435-4276.

ATTENTION,
HOME

lawn underneath. This spacious
home has everything...game
standing
room
with
free
fireplace, family room with

anitionraittg

em

1. 304 Main

46. Homes For Sale

LIGHT UP

MU 'AI..

BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for

CARTER STUDIO •

1.1

44. Lots FOi &aTe

h,4451,

WHY RENT?
home presently
sts of two aparts but could be
y converted back
e family dwelling.
e is a separate
ge and large
en area. Ideal innent property at
DO. Phone 753Kopperud Realty
full time real
e service.
:VERYTHING
OU'VE BEEN
DOK1NG FOR!
2000 square feet
ing area on a tree
edlot. This home
a large cedar
led family room
a wood burning
ilace, lots of
lets and is close to
opping center in
t neighborhood.
;e is surrounded
(her quality-built
es. All this plus 3
ooms, and 2
s. Mid $60's. A
listing through
ierucl Realty.

Will haul driveway white roci,
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do baclihoe work Call
Roger Hudson
753-4545 or

CLEANING. tree E
references.;
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.

cedar paneling, brick-fireplace,
lot provides serene set
built in bookcases (very warm Wooded
decorated three
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen. ting for newly
Low cost home loan money
located just
has quality cabinets and loads bedroom brick
won't last long. For applicaSouthside • shopping.
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full west of
tions, incomes can vary up to
provides
backyard
baths...Coll 753-1492. We can't Fenced
$22,500 for a five member
begin to tell it all! Oh yes, security for small children and
family. Give us a call now at
porch
owber 'will - consider • partial pets. Glassed in back
753-1492 for information on
kitchen profinancing and -owner wants of- just off U-shaped
this 10 7/8% interest. Yes, you
. and privacy.
fer now! CENTURY 21. Loretta vides seclusion
read right - under 11% on a 25
Transferrable loan -available
Realtors,
lobs,
year term. Dial 753-1492. We'll
with lower than current in.
help you. Century 21 Loretta New listing. 3- bedroom, 2 full terest
Dial
753 baths, brick Veneer home, 1492 Century
Jobs, Realtors.
rate. 21 Loretta loth
-0=0-. 1621 Keenland Drive. Home Realtors.
features Olympic size pool,
Pardons & Thurman
central heat and air, fireplace. .**-************
Insurance &
k burglar alarm system. For more * 1978 Holly Park 3 bedroom, *_
Real Estate
room adS information call Purdom & * 2 bath with 1"'im3
Th
dition. Central heat and air. *bl Set/Aside Court Sq.
Thurman Real Estate. 753- *
* Fully furnished. This O the *.
k
\
Murray,, K
Suzy Wells 753-1585,
* Cadillac of all mobile homes. *753-4451
$1 Geneva Jones 753-6557.
* Located on a large lot with *
* city water, good garden spot,*
4. fruit trees, and grape arbor. A..
* Close to town.
*.

lass

53:Senifie Offered

Need work on your trees' 1041)ing pruning, shaping, complele renkuval and more Call

estimates. satisfied

$41,500.

43-. Real Estate

see ours

53. Services Offered

CARPET

Registered Diamond Ring.

$300

in and

'selection of frames

Prodesondo.ol Stot ot Ps
The Neat% Tull( ft'

Keepsake
East Side Square

1Come
.

‘A ii

Like a quiet snow fall, a
Keepsake perfect
diamond engagement
ring speaks silently of
love. All Keepsake
perfect diamonds are
permanently regis
tered, with a lifetime
guarantee for perfect
clarity, fine white color
and precise modern
cut. Choose from our
collection of 14 Karat
gold Keepsake ring
styles today

$10"

111111111111
I•

Roberts Realty has both cam
memoi and
resodentool
budding lots on the oty and in
the county! Paces range from
53.000 00 up Owner finan
crag available for some. Let
Anna. Wayne or Alex tell you
about them! Office 753 IESI.

in a Keepsake
perfect diamond.

ty Under The Sun

53. Services Offered

43. Reif Estate _

Love glistens...

1121T1171727
/1

3031r3

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352

Conditioning Soles
Sales and Service
Modern Sheet Metal
Service Departments

753-9290

11

1

-55"•
- -•

•

•
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Two To Attend Meeting

DEATHS & FUNERALS

Dr. Ray Mofield and Dr.

Mrs. Hilda H. Cook
Dies Saturday With
Funeral On Tuesday
Mrs. Hilda Holland Cook of
Fern Terrace Lodge died
Saturday at 3:50 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. She was 84 years of

Funeral Held Here
For Mrs. Tidwell
Funeral services for Mrs.
Cora L. Tidwell of 614 Ellis
Drive, Murray, were held Friday at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Roy Beasley and
John Dale officiating. Jerry

age.
was

deceased

The

of

member

a

Friendship

the

Church of Christ. Born March
28, 1896, in Calloway County,
she was 'the daughter of the
late Bruce Holland and Bell
Mrs. Cook is survived by one
son, Paul Williams and his
wife, Wanda, and two grandMike

Patty

and

Williams, North Ridge, Cal.;
sisters, Mrs. 'Rowland

two

Valta I Walker, Murray, and
Mrs. Verna Boaz, Fulton.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home;with Layton
Lawson officiating and Wayne
directing

Clark

directed

the

singers

Church of Christ, where she
was a member.
Pallbearers were grandsons
- Billy, Buddy, Dale, and

the singers

from the Friendship Church.
Burial will follow in the

son, and James Howls. Burial
was in the Antioch Cemetery
near Browns Grove.
Mrs.

Tidwell,

92,

died

Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. She

County

was

married

March 12, 1905 to Linn Tidwell
who died June 14, 1974. Born
June

10, 1888, in Calloway

Couuty, she was the daughter
of the late Oliver Franklin
Swift and Julia Frances Carson

Swift. One son, Curtis

Tidwell,died in 1959.
She

is

Friends may call at the
funeral horde after cp.M. to-

by

two

Hayes, Paducah, and. Mrs.
Eurie (Charlene) Thompson,
1612 Catalina, Murray; three

day( Monday).

sons'- Harmon of Mayfield,

Final Rites Held
For Eulice Moubray
Final

for

rites

Moubray

-Eulice

of 208 .South 16th
held

Murray, were

Street,

Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
and

Cleaver

Danny

of-

ficiating. Jerry Bolls directed
the singers from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
where lie was a member.
Pallbearers were Jerry

Edgar of Boaz,and Howard of
Paducah.
ed by one sister, Mrs. Frank
(Lana) Lawrence, 402 South
Fourth Street, Murray; sisterMrs.' Velma

great great grandchildren.

rites for

Rudolph

of Murray

Route 3

Final

Gardens.

ch, where he was a member,

Mr. Moubray,68, died Tuesday at 5:50 p.m. at the

with the Rev. Jackie Geurin,

County

were held Friday at 2 p.m. at

White' of-

The singing was by Bobbie

Whitlock,

Miss

Fulgham,

Edith Mae Moubray, Mayfield
Route 5, and Mrs. Pauline
Watts,St. Clair Shores, Mich.;
two brothers, Kenneth Wayne

and

with

Connie

Paula

Kin-

Crouch,

Dan

Poyner,

Jackie Burkeen. The

and
Adult

City, Sunday School Class of the
Tenn., and Harlon Moubrayl. church served as an honorary
.
Ohio; 10 grandchildren; three group.
Moubray,

Johnson

Burial was in the Elm Grove

great grandchildren.

Cemetery

with

the

ar-

rangements by the Max Chur-

Hog Market

chill Funeral Home.
Mr.

Federal-State Market News Service
December 1,1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 2363 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts steady to .25 higher Sows uneven
steady to .50 higher some 1.00 higher
546.25-46.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
846.00446.25
US 2210-250 lbs
545.50-46.00
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
844.50-45.50
US 2-3'250-270 lbs. .
Sows
$34.00-37.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
536.00-39.00
US 1-3:100-450 Its.'
839.0041.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650lbs.t4.441.00-42,00 few 42.50
615.0636.00
US 2-3 306500113s
Boars 31.00-33.00

Geurin,

70,

died

Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway

Countj
,

Hospital.
He is survived by his Wife,
Mrs. Mildred Tucker Geurin,
Murray Route 3; one son, the

assigned to four fictitious TV
stations and had to plan and
purchase

syndicated

access period.

the wife of Cecil H. McDaniel
who died April 4, 1962. She was

ITC law,and cablevision, it is

in

radio-television
management,

his fifth time to be selected.

a resident of Dublin, Ga., but
had been in Murray with her _
daughter and family for the

for a second time. In addition,

past few months.
Mrs. McDaniel, a retired

of Murray State's television

McGaughey, chairman

of

the department, was named
Dr. Frank Blodgett, director

The society also selects 25
students to attend. Two Murray

State

radio-television

students have been chosen in
the past three years. Donna
Simmons, now with WTVS in
Nashville, was selected in 1978
and Jackie Hays, now with
WHAS-TV in Louisville, was
named to attend in 1979.

alternate. He was selected last

ray Memorial Gardens.

Robert Lee Holt and Elizabeth

this year's seminar have

year.

yet been chosen," said
Mofield, "but we have a couple who have advanced
through the first screening."

Mr. Glover, 79, died Friday
at 3:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway

Hospital.

County

Braddy Holt.

Ruth Ann Mofield, daughter
her

include

Survivors

Brock

Mrs.

daughter,

1518

and

Oxford

Born Nov. 17, 1901, he was the

grandchildren,

son of the late Huse Glover

Drive, Murray; two sisters,
Miss Nina Holt and Mrs.
Martin, and one
Maude

and Molly Kirkland Glover.
He was preceded in death by
his

wife,

Mrs.

Opal

Erie

brother, Delmas Holt, all of

Youngblood, on Aug. 5, 1977,

Dublin,Ga.

and two sons, W. F., on Feb.8,

been
has
body
The
transferred to the Townsend
Brothers Funeral Home at 302

1977, and James,in infancy.
include

two

daughters, Mrs. Leon (Mary)
McKee!, Murray, and Mrs. R.
J. (Shirley.) McDougal, Almo
Route 1; two sons, Jack

W. Gaines, Dublin, Ga., where
.funeral and burial services
will be held. The J. H. Churcharge

John Glover and wife, Myrtie,

rangements.

Almo Route

1; ..half sister,

Billy Joe Glover and Charles
Glover, all of Michigan; seven

grandchildren;

eight great

grandchildren.

Clandestine Mob,
Attacks Faculty
LANSING,

Mieh.

Michigan

State

Photo by Roger Matthews

were

to avert the threat of flooding.
charred, barren ground would

night, according to a Calloway
Fire-Rescue Sqaud

County

spokesman.
said

to

the

and a clandestine mob will
make a "hit" - with a pie in

two hours.

they have

Stock Market

Air Products ....
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A ,
I
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublem
1.8 M
Jerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

s
44'. • '4
47. -. 4
6'.
22'. tint
-

39'2 •'/,
43'. -'2 .
20'.
24.2 +
16',
51's -1
No Trade
27.2

2.3.2B 23'.A
17.4 unc
3 unc
28.4 unc
261, -5,
53'2
39 1.4
1414614'4A
•

Officials were worried that the

the

decide
or

firefighters

Highway 783, was completely
by fire Saturday

spokesman

Foresters worked feverishly
to reseed ground cover, trying

wreckage of
their burned-out homes, tryrebuild

destroyed

The

California for a Week.

By BRIAN R. BLAND
Associated Press Writer

ing

Jones -residence,

whether

not soak up water from over-

to

due winter rains.

move away, as
worked

And

against

that

scorched

in

San

Bernardino,

police sent out armed patrols
to hunt rats that fled into the

four blazes, thelast of 11 fires
Southern

Bates To Be Featured Soloist In Performance
a

The public is invited to-the

mezzo-soprano and member
of the voice faculty at Murray

second concert of the season
by the Murray State Universi-

State, will be a featured soloist
The fire was believed to
in a - performance of •
have started'in one of the front ...Mahler's
"Songs
of
A
rooms of the house, the
Wayfarer."

ed for 8:15 p.m. tomorrow
night in Lovett Auditorium.
611

trucks fought the blaze over

Kay

Gardner

Bates,

Gustave

jiremen were hurt.
In a separate incident, fire

dunip spread
and destroyed several acres in
Hamlin Sunday. the
spokesman said.
The squad and the forestry
service raked around- the fire
to keep it under control, the
spokesman said.

from a garbage

of Ray Mofield and a graduate
of

Murray

master's

State

degree

with
in

a

"Students who will attend

ty wind ensemble and schedul-

Livestock Market

munications with emphasis in
radio-TV, was also selected.

IA)UISVII.I.E, K3 'AP,
12,19
Cattle 2600; slaughter steer, I 01) our,
slaughter
heifers
weak;
slaughter
0,an instructor at Western Il1.00 lower; slaughter hull, stiwil •
linois University.
calves and vealers untested, revilers
Each year some 70 faculty steady;
Slaughter steers choice 101114140
63.90-65.90; mixed good and choice lii:,.
1200 lb 61.7663.90; good 1010-1133 lb
57.25-61.75; standard 1080-1205 lb 53.36
56.50;
Slaughter heifers choice 83S-1035
62.1044.80; mixed good and choice 466
city from areas hit by the
1140 lb 59.9042.10; good 9004-1110th 51,041
fires. "They're not really
59.90; standard 870-1000 lb 51.8656.00;
Slaughter cows commercial (2
dangerous, but they are
,
19.00; utility 42.00-47.50; high dressiiic
pests," said Police Lt. Dave
49.00-50.00; cutter 42.00-46 75; high
Thomas.
dressing 47.50-47.75; canner and cut 1 cr
under 800 lb 36.25-39.25;
The blaze called the Indian
Slaughter bulls 1415-1575 lb 60.00-60 .31
fire,still burning out of control
1-2 I 150-14151b 54.75-58.00;
Slaughter calves aad scalers c65,
in a rugged wilderness area
east of Los Angeles, was ex- and prune 275-280 lb sealers 75.0060 06
feeder steers 290485 lb 68.0675 75, 516
pected to be contained today, 600 lb 70.00-75.00; 606675 lb 61 77c,t it"
spokesmen for the U.S. Forest 706-945 lb 61.75-66.50; 3044-500 lb 60 lii
65.00; 350-625 1b60.00-67,5O; 1-2 bull, 300Service said. Three other fires .500 lb 60.00-63.50; 5061450 lb 5112a-600)
were contained, but still burnholstems 500440 lb 53.25-55.00; 753-116
ing. An army of firefighters, lb 51.00-54.00; heifers 335400 lb 1104114.
62.50; 400.500 lb 60.00465.25; 500645 lb
which reached 7,100 people at 61.0046.25; 300-500 lb 58.0660.00; 450-6121
lb 55.004060;
its peak, was being partly
Hogs 1500; barrows and gilts
demobilized and sent home.
higher; 1-2215-246 lb 48.15-48.30; 2111.2,11
Meanwhile, homeowners lb 47.75-48.15; 2-3 220-260 lb 46.50-44 7.4.
were
coming
back
to 315-325 lb 44.00-45.2Q; sows 1.00 higher. I.
2:100-350 lb 40.0641.00; 350-400 lb 41.06
neighborhoods that looked like 42.00; 400-450 lb 12.00-43.00; 450-695 lb,
43.0644.60;
utility 270-350 lb 33.60; boar.
they had been bombed. The
over 300 lb 36.2S-3,75; under 300 lb 20:01
fires destroyed about 320
34.75;
homes.
Sheep 25; untested.
•
She is now in her third year as

recitals and sang the role of
cert performance of "Porgy
and
Bess' by the
Wind
ensemble, symphonic band,
choir and chorus.
A new work fOr band Will
open the program as the '
ensemble plays Sparke's
Prokofieff.s "March,()iv. 99" and "Symphony No. 3" by Vittorio Giannini will be included in the first

TUNNEL-WALKER
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
( AP)- Traffic in the Prague
subway was interrupted during the afternoon rush hour
recently when a 72-year-old
woman

carefully

climbed

down to the tracks and disappeared into the darkness.
Electric current was cut off
and all traffic stopped until
the woman emefged, unharmed,at the next subway stop.
She explained that she had
always liked,walking through

portion of the concert. The
"Symphony", a powerful and
interesting

work,

often lir

heard in concert and recorded
performances, according

MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL MUSICAL - The Murray Middle School sixth grade exploratory music class will present a Christmas musical on Tuesday Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. in
the Middle School Auditorium. Chuck Baker and Kenneth Hainsworth
will play the
leading roles of the boy and the peddler in "The Drum" a musical by Katherine Davis.
Mark Miller, Kristy Elkins, Renee Walker and Tish Usher will sing solos in the produc-

to

the director, Dr. Gerald L.
Welker, director of bands at
the University.
The

concert

will

include

tion directed by music teacher Margaret Boone. Cast members in photo are,
first row,
from left, Jason Kupchella, Kelly Bolls, Mitch Fain, Ricky
lobs, Chad Lawson, Chuck
Baker, David Overbey, Jimmy McKinney. Second row, Chip Adkins, Toni
Robinson,
Marla Ford, Laura Greer, Lisa Whittaker, Mark Miller, Jody Speight, Kenneth Hainsworth. Third row, Melissa Gray, Tish Usher, Mary Jo Simmons. Fourth
row, Rebecca

with "Sorcerer's Apprentice"
by Paul Dukas. This is a programmatic piece well known
to most concert-goers.
There

is

no

admission

Snow, Elizabeth Oakley, Mitzi Boggess, Renee

charge for the concert.

Jacqueline

Walker. The public is invited to attend

the performance.

tunnels.

Joy

Jerry 'Lynn Ray-

. mond.

1978 Chev. Pick-Up
Red

w/red interior, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning, one owner, approximately 24,xxx
miles

$5,477.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc
Keep That Great GM Feeling

MURRAY STATE ART AUCTION - An auction of works

the Murray State University
Department of Art is scheduled at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Dec. 2 in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. The sale is sponsored by the
A:
=
Ir j2:4
1:
:W A37
i
S ;iri
i Organization of Murray Art Students.
by students and faculty in

753-2417
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T
r
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raham & Jackson Christmas Special
Western Wear Special 2n0/
Reg. Denim Levi's
Off
$14°°
Cowboy Hats
Western Shirts

U /0

All Leg Styles

1-1-16111111P41i411115
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MSU/WISCONSIN PARKSIDE
THURSDAYIRACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
TV-6 DASH FOR CASH NIGHT
$600 In Prize Money To Be Given Away
In Halftime Dribble and Shoot Contest

his Week's

4114
wa.

Center

MSWOUINCY
WEDNESDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
Free Full Color MSU Team Posters
To First 2,000 Fans Thru The Doors

tr
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

not

com-

Residents Survey Wreckage
surveying

squad received the call at 6:38
p.m. and 10 men with -three

Members of an organization
"the chefs," with
pseudonyms like Riboflavin,

chants and proceeds will be used for scholarships and to
upgrade programs aired on WKMS-FM and MSU TV-1 1.

(AP) - Homeowners

University students can put
out a "contract' on any prolessor who displeases them,

the fact.

society for broadcasters. Scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m.
Dec. 2, items for the auction were donated by local mer-

SAN BERNARDINO, Calif.

Home In County,
Field In Hamlin
Hit By Fires
The Roger

Hart, a radidtv major at Murray

TV AUCTION - John

State University, prepares MSU TV-1 l's master control for
a live auction sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Rho, an honor

chill Funeral Home was in
of the local ar-

Glover and wife, Norma, and

named as an

grandchildren - David Glen
Geurin, and

pro-

gramming for the prime-time

Feb. 4-9, 1981.

Rev. Jackie Geurin and his
'wife Mary, Greenville; three
Geurin,

the

broadcasting field. Two years
ago the participants were

studios, was

Eddie

Outland, Don Dyer, Johnny

Faculty-Industry

was

in

Cole. Burial was in the Mur-

Tolbert Bedwell, and Ralph

Prices of stocks of local interest at It
a rn (.ST today furnished to The Murray
Les'ger & Times by First of Michigan
Hale, Dan 'Hale, Joe Young, - Corp... of Murray.
Industrial Verage
Steve Herndon, Billy Joe
6 II
were

Radio-TV

usually

exercise

music teacher, was born Oct.
1, 1910, in Georgia to the late

solving as pianist and Glenda
Rowlett as organist.
Pallbearers

been

which

simulation

Seminar at Glen Cove, N.Y.

news, station

"Bess" in last spring's con-

Rev. Dr. Jerrell

have

members attend the six-day
event

For Mofield, who teaches

at the time of the fire, the.
spokesman said. He-added no

ficiating.

Journalism

courses

splattered 25 professors with fruit and cream
pies this year
"What we do has been called
random
insanity,"
said.
Thiamine

the

the

Calloway County Hospital.
She was 70 years of age and

Thiamine and Niacin, boast

Greenfield, and

Radio-TV

Society's

mother of Mrs. Don (Cecilia)
Brock of Murray, died Sunday
at 9:25 a.m. at the Murray-

Rev. Alfred Cobb, the Rev.
Harold

of

International

the Rev. Calvin Wilkins, the

Thompson

three

Harry Brown, Elwood Brown,

of

University

selected to attend the annual

Mrs. Bates has extensive ex-

Thompson,

Howard

John

Freeman,

and

McDaniel,

Madonna

State

Department

perience as a performer in
.oratorio, opera and
solo

Charles L. (Jean) Outland,

Mrs.

were

Gerald

Mrs.

McGaughey

Murray

not been determined.
The house was unoccupied

Murray Route 4; one son, Ronnie Lynn Moubray and wife,
Frankfort;

Pallbearers
Canup,

Mrs. McDaniel Dies
Sunday; Was Mother
Of Mrs. Don Brock

spokesman said. Cause has

Burkeen, Juanita Lee, George

-

Faye Willie %vat the pianist for

Robert

called

two daughters, Mrs. Nellie Jo
Hale, Valley Station, and Mrs.

Doris,

officiating.

the singers from the Owen's
Chapel Baptist Church, where

(AP) -

the Elm Grove Baptist Chur-

sisters

Gallimore

EAST

Services Held For
Rudolph Geurin

Fulton, and Jay Page. Burial
walin the Mayfield Memory

•
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Opal Turnbow Moubray;

Billy

Almo Route 1; nine grandchildren; one step grandchild;
13 great grandchildren; two

Geurin

'

Funeral Home with the Rev.

Swift,

Wallace, Jack Ward, Purdom
Lovett, Hal Kemp, Jerry

Murray-Calloway

held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill

Louise, and two half brothers,

Mrs. Tidwell is also surviv-

in-law,

Glover of .Almo Route 1 was

Survivors

survived

daughters, Mrs. Ed (Frances)

Friendship Cemetery.

The funeral for Willie ( Bill)

he was a member.

Jimmy Tidwell, Jerry Wat-

Boatwright Holland.

children.

Bolls

from the Seventh and Poplar

Willie Glover's
Funeral Services
Held Here Sunday

Ask,
.
-11C410.

•

